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From the President
The latest information about RIAS

From the President of the RIAS

Restructuring the Incorporation

Above
Robin Webster OBE PRIAS
© Malcolm Cochrane

Since the last issue of the Quarterly, I

ed to all members for comments after we

called a special meeting of Council in No-

have met with OSCR, so that we can be

vember and we had a further meeting in

sure that we incorporate any advice from

December. Members have grappled with

them.

the difficult issues that we have inherited

Meanwhile we have not been spend-

and, while there is a general will to move

ing all of our time navel-gazing, but have

on and to draw a curtain over the past, we

been continuing to promote the best in

must bring our governance into order and

architectural design throughout the coun-

update our strategy to be relevant and an-

try. The Doolan Award ceremony was suc-

ticipate future challenges. We have been

cessfully held at the V&A in Dundee, with

taking soundings and seeking advice from

many outstanding buildings shortlisted

members (and non-members) all over

and Reiach and Hall’s stunning Nucleus

Scotland, in order to establish what the

building in Caithness chosen as a worthy

Incorporation should focus on. Question-

winner. Also an excellent conference and

naires have been completed and analysed,

award ceremony was held in Inverness,

while workshops have been held to debate

and further award ceremonies in Dundee

vital issues such as procurement, proper

and Glasgow were held in November, with

rewards, communication, education and

more examples of excellent buildings,

encouraging talent, ethics, sustainability

which should encourage us all. These

and more. The strategy committee organ-

events show what is still possible in spite

ised presentations from all of the Chapters

of the difficulties of procurement and low

at the last Council meeting. We expect to

fees. Making more people aware of these

be able to prioritise and address the im-

good buildings and hence raising the pub-

portant issues you have outlined in order

lic expectation and appetite for good ar-

that the Incorporation meets the needs of

chitecture is exactly what we need to do.

its members and better supports the cause
of architecture in Scotland.

I hope that in the coming months
I will be able to meet more members

We expect to meet the charity regula-

throughout the country. In particular I

tor (OSCR) in February and I believe that

want to visit the schools of architecture, to

we will be able to present them with our

get up to date with them and to encour-

proposals for a comprehensively restruc-

age students to learn about the Incorpo-

tured Incorporation that will no longer

ration and to join it. The workshops that

merely rely on “custom and practice” in

have been held to date have been very

managing our affairs: I believe that this

well attended by students and young ar-

proposed restructuring of our governance

chitects, which should give us all hope for

and strategy will be the most fundamen-

the future. We need everyone to take part

“We have been taking soundings and

tal change since the Incorporation was

in the debate about architecture and how

seeking advice from members (and

founded, and while I appreciate this has

we can engage the public to understand

non-members) all over Scotland,

already taken some time and will take still

its importance and value it more.

in order to establish what the

more, it is essential that we get it right.

Robin Webster OBE PRIAS

Incorporation should focus on.”

What is being proposed will be circulat-

President, RIAS
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FORWARD
RIAS Strategy

In the last edition of the Quarterly we updated you on
the Strategy Consultation work. Here are some of the
headlines from the questionnaire…
At the December Council Meeting the Strategy
Group updated RIAS Council on this and reported
on the membership-wide consultation.
This work is extensive and the next Strategy Newsletter will contain a weblink to allow all members to access the Chapter Reports and Questionnaire results.

In December and January the Strategy Group have
been working on considering the consultation
findings and developing the proposed Strategy to
allow a position statement for discussion at the
February Council Meeting. Following this the draft
Strategy will be finalised and circulated to the wider membership and you will be given an opportunity to respond through your Chapter and by
email.

The Questionnaire … headline results
Thank you to all of you who took the time to complete or part complete the Questionnaire.
Many thanks also to Impact Hub who ran the Questionnaire.
We know it was lengthy and that many of you are very busy but
we learned a good deal from all the answers you gave. We were
very grateful that many of you took time to make comments. We
were encouraged by the detail that many of you went into with
your views. Some of the responses show we really need to develop
and improve and we were inspired to see your ideas about how

25%

25%

were partners/directors
in practice

were employed in the
private sector

20%

20%

were retired or
semi-retired

were sole
practitioners

that might happen.

Who Responded?
Approximately 15% of members responded. Our consultants tell us
that is a high response rate for such questionnaires. The profile
of our respondents mirrored the gender mix of our present Membership. The largest number of responses came from those in the
40-54 year-old age band.

8
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Questionnaire Results

In summary what you think
about RIAS…

95%

70%

want a membership organisation
that represents the views of
architects

value their RIAS membership

Voices

“As a relative newcomer, it is a privilege
to work in an environment that has
such a long and revered design

55%

72%

said that RIAS membership offered
good value for money
(the central belt respondents are
less convinced!)

view our work as relevant
(from ‘very’ through to ‘sometimes’)

tradition. Scottish architects have a
justifiable reputation, established over
centuries, for creating a built fabric
that is both relevant and appropriate to
their surroundings.
It is obvious that this generation of
professionals increasingly recognises
its responsibility, both to maintain

15

%

think we are
respected externally

37

%

say that they
are ‘familiar’
with our work

43

%

thought the RIAS
was effective
at representing
members’ views

and embellish the ‘beloved tartan’ but
also to weave new patterns that will
enhance the built fabric of our cities
and countryside.
However, we are part of a global
landscape that offers global
opportunities and Scottish
architecture can reap great benefits
from competing at this level. As both a

67%

73%

would like a rebrand
(but not as a priority!)

want the structure, working, or
reporting of the RIAS Council to be
made more effective

citizen and patron, I would love to see
the profession seize the opportunities
available and take its skills, knowledge
and expertise beyond the borders
of Scotland. Coupled with this is the
self-assurance to celebrate the ability
of others who can add something new
to the mix.”
Gary Jebb
Director of Estates, University of
Edinburgh

RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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Questionnaire Results

Our services – your priorities
Technical information and updates
Access to legal and professional advice
CPD events provided by your Chapter
Contracts / Appointment Documents
Providing a forum for meeting and discussion with fellow architects
CPD provided by the RIAS beyond your Chapter
RIAS Quarterly
ePI Notes
Access to books on design, construction and business
Reference to/use of RIAS codes of conduct, complaint procedures, etc
Involvement in/attendance at architecture and design events
Annual awards for architecture organised by both RIAS and the Chapters
Using RIAS/Chapters to build relationships with other organisations

86

50

%

wanted to see Practice Services as
a universal service – but only 52%
are willing to pay for this

60

%

%

it’s 50/50 as to whether the RIAS
should do more to promote its
accreditation schemes

value RIAS Quarterly

What is it about architecture that inspires
you?

1

#

Creating innovative
designs that surprise
and delight.

5

#

Working collaboratively
with other creative
disciplines.
10

2

#

Helping clients and
communities overcome
property challenges.

6

#

Providing technical
solutions as part of a
project team.

3

#

Creating sustainable,
environmentally
friendly buildings to
protect the planet.

7

#

Leading and managing
the delivery of complex
projects.

4

#

A rewarding career
that stretches your
imagination and
intellect.

8

#

The status and
reputation of a
professional.
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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Questionnaire Results

What about the Chapters?

Voices

Whilst there have been really good responses in the
Central Belt to the in-depth Chapter-led Strategy discussion
workshops, the level of engagement, awareness and sense
of being represented is reported higher in the northern
Chapters.

Overall the Chapters are viewed as having
an important role and are valued:

“At its best, the work architects do is
creative, inspiring and collaborative. I
am fortunate to see this on a daily basis
as we work with architects and other

60%

64%

felt it was important to have a
strong local Chapter

thought the Chapters were doing
all they needed

designers across the country to shape
new buildings and places.
As Scotland’s champion of good
design, A&DS role is to use this work
to show how design can transform
people’s lives and empower people to
shape the future of their own buildings
and places. For this reason, I would
like to see RIAS reach out beyond
its core constituency in an open and

50%

17%

want better Member / Chapter
communication including
better access for those in
more remote locations

of members report they are
engaged with their Chapters, even
though Chapter engagement is
viewed as a priority

accessible way to promote the value
of design and its power to make a
difference to all our lives.
A&DS already works closely with
RIAS on a number of fronts, so I am
more than happy to develop this
relationship and work together to
ensure the benefits of good design are
understood by all.”
Jim MacDonald

14%

Chief Executive, Architecture and
Design Scotland

stated that the Chapter network should be
replaced to create a unitary RIAS
(Edinburgh respondents were more likely
to say that the Chapters should be
replaced with a unified RIAS)
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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Questionnaire Results

What motivates and matters to you?
Future priorities – five key priorities that respondents scored highly:

1

#

Protection of
function

2

#

Protection of
title

3

#

Representing
and promoting
architects’
interests with
national and local
government
and within the
construction
industry

4

5

#

#

Advocating better
procurement
processes to
allow all architects
to compete for
projects more
effectively

Working to ensure
reasonable fees
for architects’
work

This is only a snapshot of the Questionnaire results and the full Chapter and National Reports
and write ups of the in-depth Coarum and Discourse series of themed discussions will be made
available online through a weblink in the next Strategy Newsletter… In these you will see the varying
views, the nuances in the responses and the sometimes contradictory messages in the feedback from
our members. This reflects the breadth and diversity of our profession and gives key insights into how we
need to shape the RIAS forward Strategy.
This Strategy work will inform the proposed changes to RIAS Governance Structure which we will also
be consulting on in the months ahead. We will be continuing with Strategy Newsletters and updating
you through future issues of the Quarterly and by email. We want to give you every opportunity to
contribute and let your views be known.

Left
Workshops
© Glasgow Institute of Architects
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Around Scotland
Chapters

Aberdeen Society of Architects / www.aberdeenarchitects.org /

Aberdeen
With the festive season now behind us, we look for-

operation of our offices – details will be circulated via

ward to a prosperous and productive New Year, in

various bulletins.

what will be a period of transition for the RIAS as it en-

The ASA is represented on the RIAS’ Procurement

hances its offering to members. The recent survey of

Group, a national forum on operational matters relat-

the RIAS members contributed to directing the focus

ing to practice in the field.

and agenda of the organisation going forward, with

Last November we ran a Postcard of a Place, invit-

ASA members making an invaluable contribution to

ing Chapter members to prepare artistic representa-

this exercise. The Chapter committee will continue to

tions of local buildings / places. This was received well,

represent members’ interests in these fields.

with an exhibition of the bespoke pieces having been

Over the past few months the ASA has been in-

held, plans to display these again over the course of

volved in numerous initiatives. Strong representation

the year and interest in running it again, perhaps as an

on the RIAS’ national Strategy Steering Group has

annual event, so look out your watercolour sets!

enabled topics relating to the ASA Chapter to be in-

Our annual awards scheme is now closed, with a

corporated into the organisation’s emerging suite of

good number of strong submissions received. Judging

prioritised topics, as the organisation’s strategic plan

is currently underway – join us as we announce the

is collectively developed.

results at our Annual Dinner on Friday 1st March, once

ASA members inputted into the development of

again at the historic Elphinstone Hall in the heart of

a student-mentoring scheme with Aberdeen’s School

Old Aberdeen. We are delighted to have secured the

of Architecture, with a positive uptake from Chapter

respected Rab Bennetts of Bennetts Associates, as

members in the programme’s second year. Feedback

our keynote speaker. His practice operates under the

from both students and practitioners have reinforced

ethos of “committed to long-lasting architecture un-

“I believe as a

the value of such a proactive scheme.

derpinned by a pioneering expertise in sustainability”.

membership
organisation

We collaborated in the organisation and delivery

Members interested in getting involved in any of

of the inaugural Build It construction conference in

the above topics or other relevant matters are wel-

that we all

Aberdeen on 30th November. The event was a sell-out,

come to do so and are invited to contact the Chapter

have the

demonstrating an appetite for such a pan-professional

representatives for details.

opportunity to

conference. It is expected that future conferences will

This report will be my final one as Chapter Pres-

constructively

ident as I demit the post at our Chapter’s AGM in

challenge and

Last autumn we organised a CPD trip to the new

March. My two-year appointment has been an honour,

contribute

Macallan Distillery in Morayshire, with a tour and

seeing active involvement in numerous Chapter – and

to the RIAS’

presentation for members of the new processing fa-

RIAS – level initiatives and reviews. I believe as a mem-

direction..”

cility and visitor centre, as designed by Rogers Stirk

bership organisation that we all have the opportunity

Harbour + Partners. It is hoped that a further visit can

to constructively challenge and contribute to the RIAS’

be planned in the coming months, again with coach

direction and delivery of membership services, and I

travel included for those wishing to partake in the full

wish the RIAS, my successor and the Chapter Council

experience of the centre’s kind hospitality!

well going forward.

follow.

We are in the process of arranging a series of technical and professional practice seminars for ASA mem-

David Chouman FRIAS RIBA
President, ASA

bers, in support of effective delivery of projects and

16
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Above and right
The Macallan Distillery,
Rogers Stirk Harbour +
Partners
© Joas Souza

Right
Postcard of a Place exhibition.
Courtesy of ASA
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Dundee Institute of Architects / www.diadundee.wordpress.com /

Dundee
As well as continuing to consult and en-

Commendation – Cambo Stables by Page\

Best Final Year Student

gage with our members, much of the

Park Architects

Louisa Schmolke

DIA’s efforts in recent weeks have gone

Best Commercial / Non-domestic

in to organising our annual Awards Din-

Winner – V&A Museum of Design, Dun-

The Supreme Award was won by the

ner, which was held on 15th November in

dee, submitted by J F Stephen Architects;

V&A Museum of Design, Dundee, submit-

Dundee.

Commendation – Guardswell Farm by Ben

ted by J F Stephen Architects.

This formal event has become a high-

Scrimgeour Building Workshop

The V&A Museum of Design in Dun-

light of the year for both our architects and

Best Group Housing

dee! Just how good does that sound? This

the wider industry in our area. DIA Coun-

Winner – 1-30 Academy Court, Forfar by

is a real game changer for the city and the

cil and supporters put in a serious shift to

Angus Council

wider region. It’s an astonishing building

deliver it so thanks to them all. Thanks are

Best Small Domestic

and, if you think back a few years in Dun-

also due to our sponsors, without whom

Winner – Jenny’s Cottage extension by Fife

dee, it’s astonishing it’s actually here. It

we couldn’t put on such a splendid show.

Architects; Commendation – Kinness Cot-

puts the world stage on the banks of the

tage by Muir Walker Pride

Tay, and vice versa.

We were pleased to welcome Robin
Webster PRIAS who presented two of the

Best Small Non-domestic

awards.

Winner – East Neuk Dental Practice, An-

commendations and thanks to all who

struther by Aim Design

entered.

Stewart Henderson PPRIAS and his
wife also attended as our guests.

Best Rehab / Regeneration

Well done to all the winners and

I like to think the DIA is a strong Chap-

The quality of entries this year was

Winner – Guardswell Farm by Ben

ter and the level and quality of involve-

excellent. 26 practices submitted a total

Scrimgeour Building Workshop; Com-

ment in the Awards does reinforce that.

of 116 entries. Both numbers are up on

mendation – Cambo Stables by Page \ Park

As part of our continuing consulta-

last year which in turn was higher than

Architects; Commendation – Burgh Cham-

tion, DIA held a discussion workshop on

the previous year. Some categories were

bers, Cupar by Arc Architects Ltd

22nd November for members to discuss

particularly strong and, in a different

On the Drawing Board

the future of the RIAS. We had held a simi-

year, other projects could well have won

Winner – Trail Architects with the Ptarmi-

lar event a year ago and it was interesting

awards.

gan Station, Cairngorms, Commendation –

to see how, or whether, opinions and con-

J F Stephen Architects for Camphill School

cerns had changed or developed in that

celebrate the best of architecture in our

Best use of Timber

time.

Chapter. This is something of a record in

Winner – Guardswell Farm by Ben

recent years. Awards were presented in

Scrimgeour Building Workshop

bers voices to contribute to the develop-

the following categories:

Best use of Stone

ment of the RIAS. The new strategy is due

Winner – Balcaskie West Lodge by Chris-

in the spring.

On the night, 225 guests joined us to

DIA continues to channel our mem-

Best House

tine Palmer Architect; Commendation –

Winner – Nether Findas by Muir Walker

Nether Findas by Muir Walker Pride

I hope you had a merry Christmas a peace-

Pride

Ambassador Award

ful New Year.

Best Interior

Winner – Rock Garden House, Carbeth by

Diarmid McLachlan FRIAS RIBA

Winner – Discovery Point Exhibition by

Aim Design; Commendation – The Bothies

President, DIA

Aim Design; Commendation – Chester’s

at Inver, Strathlachlan by Brunton Design

Coffee House by Jon Frullani Architect;

Studio

18

In the meantime, on behalf of the DIA,
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Above
V&A Dundee
© D Reid, JF Stephens
Architects
Right
Nether Findlas – Muir Walker
Pride
© Muir Walker Pride
Far right
Balcaskie West Lodge –
Christine Palmer Architect
© Arran Aird
Bottom
Jenny’s Cottage – Fife
Architects
© Fife Architects
Bottom right
Guardswell Farm – Ben
Scrimgeour Building
Workshop
© Nigel Rigden
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Edinburgh Architectural Association / www.eaa.org.uk /

Edinburgh
Autumn and early winter has been a busy
period for the Edinburgh Chapter. In October we hosted an informative event, ARB
Code of Conduct and Risk Management

Right
EAA Awards Building of
the Year and Large Project
Award Winner – Boroughmuir
High School, Allan Murray
Architects
© Keith Hunter

for Architects. Simon Howard, Head of Professional Standards at ARB, explained the
relevance of the Architects Code of Conduct. Charles McGregor, partner at Clyde
& Co (Scotland) LLP has spent a significant
portion of his professional life defending
architects against claims and complaints.
Both Simon and Charles highlighted common mistakes architects often make and
explained lessons learnt. The event was

I must pass on particular thanks to EAA

ship. The workshop concentrated discus-

extremely well attended and timely for

Council members Fiona MacDonald and

sion and debate on how the Incorporation

students preparing for their Part 3 exam.

Alice Henderson who have both worked

could best support our young members.

In November our events programme

so incredibly hard to produce a fantas-

Some of the key areas of focus to come out

culminated with EAA Award Winners: A

tic programme of talks and lectures on

of this workshop were the idea of a men-

showcase of the Best. This has become an

a wide range of topics for the Edinburgh

torship scheme and a discussion about

annual joint event with ESALA, providing

Chapter. Look out for the 2019 programme

how the RIAS could actively encourage

a strong collaboration between the archi-

of events on the EAA website and email

more younger members to get involved in

tecture school and the local profession,

bulletins.

both Council and Committees.

allowing both to learn from each other.

On top of our usual CPD events, the

The reports produced on all seven

The event started with a short presenta-

EAA have been continuing to facilitate

Coarum workshops held during 2018 have

tion about Crumble, an excellent publica-

and record the Coarum workshop series,

been distributed to RIAS Council and the

tion produced by students at the School,

consulting with members on the future

Strategy Group. They are also available to

followed by a presentation from Kirstin

priorities and strategy for the RIAS. GRAS/

view on the EAA website – www.eaa.org.

Forsyth, winner of an EAA student award.

Groves Raines Architects hosted a Coarum

uk. I also made a summary presentation of

A series of presentations were then given

workshop on Member Services at Custom

key findings to RIAS Council in December.

on the 2018 EAA award winning projects,

House in Leith. This event covered many

After a year of workshops, I must pass

by the architects involved (a more detailed

aspects of RIAS services, as well as the ac-

on thanks to all the host practices, speak-

description of this event can be read in the

tivities of local chapter groups. Amanda

ers, attendees and team of organisers. The

Education section, written by 3rd year ES-

Kahn, Regional Director of RIBA North-

Coarum series has been a truly collabora-

ALA student Daniel Anderson). The drinks

East also provided a detailed insight into

tive effort and the workshop participants

social at the end enabled students to meet

RIBA services, support and structure.

have produced a substantial contribution

members of the local profession and pro-

In October, our final Coarum work-

vided some networking opportunities for

shop was hosted by ESALA and focused on

RIAS.

students looking for Part 1 placements.

Young RIAS. Associate and student mem-

Julie Wilson RIAS RIBA

bers currently make up 26% of member-

President, EAA

At the close of our CPD calendar year
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Until 24 February 2019
Book now.
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Glasgow Institute of Architects / www.gia.org.uk /

Glasgow
The GIA is continuously growing and

year’s competition young architects re-im-

both inspiring and captivating. This year,

changing. I am very proud to have such

agined Glasgow in 150 years. The winners

there were five awards in the main cate-

a dedicated, reliable, hardworking and

of the 2018 Alexander Thomson traveling

gories along with twelve commendations

passionate team. We plan to make sure

scholarship were announced in Novem-

and three special awards for conservation,

that the GIA is a transparent and accessi-

ber during the Design Awards and Annual

sustainability and the ‘Wood for Good’

ble organisation that truly represents the

Members’ Dinner. The winner was Craig

Award. The supreme award went to an

variety and richness of architecture and

Higgins and a commendation was given

education project: Broomlands Primary

architects in our Chapter. To say this has

to Nathan Cunningham. Craig’s winning

School by Stallan-Brand Architecture +

been a challenging year for the RIAS is

entry ‘Look Down’, brings to light not

Design Ltd. The judges appreciated the

an understatement. However, it has also

just architectural issues, but social issues,

confidence of this project, with its bold

brought about a thorough review and

using humour and the iconic Glasgow

form, clear use of materials and delinea-

reform of this great institution. The GIA

School of Art building to start a debate

tion of internal and external spaces. The

created a new dedicated RIAS strategy

asking what the role and extent of archi-

enfilade organisation of classrooms was

committee with Robin Webster and Jude

tectural heritage conservation is.

especially enjoyed, creating an innovative

Barber at the helm to review and aid this

Our collaboration with the City Coun-

teaching arrangement. The judges felt the

reform by crafting a discourse series that

cil has grown strong in the last few years

building expressed the bold aspirations

was held in September. The purpose was

through the great and essential work of

of the client and school community who

to start a discussion and a debate with our

the Glasgow Urban Design Panel and we

after some issues with the hub procure-

members to better understand the specific

are looking at enlarging the panel pool

ment system decided to pursue a more

problems and issues that are facing us all.

once again. We have put a call out to the

traditional form of contract with a similar

We are currently reviewing all of the feed-

membership for those interested in be-

budget and managed to create a magical

back received. Thank you to those who

coming part of the panel, all you need to

place for learning.

participated.

do is send us your CV. Earlier this year the

All of the winners and entrants can be

On September 18th, in recognition of

GIA secretary resigned and more recently

viewed online at gia.org.uk/gia-awards-

the Institute’s 150th anniversary we had a

our treasurer has advised he would like to

results-2018. The CPD committee have

civic reception at the Glasgow City Cham-

retire in April. The GIA is currently looking

put together a great CPD series this year,

bers hosted by the Lord Provost, where the

at options for both of these posts, again,

to mark both Charles Rennie Mackintosh’

newly formed conservation committee,

if anyone reading this is interested, please

and the GIA’s 150 years celebrations, the

headed by Scott Abercrombie and Fiona

contact us.

events are now held in the newly restored

Sinclair, put together and launched a fan-

The change of venue to BAaD, in the

Mackintosh at the Willow (winner of this

tastic book that looks at the GIAs history

east end of Glasgow, for the Design Awards

year’s Conservation Award), and we are

through a 150-year timeline.

ceremony and Annual Members Dinner

delighted to support such a great enter-

In 1890 the Alexander Thomson Trav-

was a great success with the more relaxed

prise.

elling Scholarship was won by none other

dinner format working well. As a woman,

Isabel Garriga RIAS

than Mackintosh, who used his scholar-

I found the talk by Biba Dow on her recent

President, GIA

ship on a sketching tour of Europe. In this

work in the Garden Museum in London,
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Top
GIA Awards Supreme Award
Winner – Broomlands Primary
School, Stallan Brand
Architecture + Design
© Andrew Lee

Left
GIA Awards Dinner,
A’Challtainn Fish Restaurant &
Bar, BAAD Glasgow
© Ross Campbell Photographer
Above
GIA Alexander Thomson
Travelling Scholarship – Craig
Higgins ‘Look Down’
© Craig Higgins
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Inverness Architectural Association / www.highlandarchitects.org /

Inverness

Firstly, I’d like to thank the very dedicated Chapter

and inspiration for interiors from the cases of musical

Council members and Sharon Green for the organisa-

instruments, Teresa Barsuk (Pollard Thomas Edwards)

tion of our Convention and Awards Ceremony. I would

AJ Woman Architect of the Year 2015, showcased her

also like to thank our sponsors for their support.

work, the presentation from Mike Tonkin and Anna

The convention played out to a full house at Eden

Liu (Tonkin Liu) ranged from the singing tree to a fas-

Court theatre with Calum Maclean opening the day

cination with rain drops, Paul Stallan (Stallan Brand)

by discussing the results of the questionnaire we is-

spoke about his art and his Glasgow and, finally, Sheila

sued, back in Autumn, to explore what individuals

O’Donnell and John Tuomey (O’Donnell and Toumey)

want from their professional organisation. He then

shared their thoughts, analysis and buildings.

sat patiently at a desk all day taking members com-

The event concluded with dinner and our awards.

ments on strategy, all helping to feed into our strategy

The after-dinner speech was given by Dr Donnie Mun-

report (the questionnaire was the only way to access

ro Hon FRIAS and our host was the brilliant Nicki Marr.

all members in our dispersed area and we had a good

Congratulations to all of our deserving award re-

return).
To return to the convention – the speakers were all
brilliant and inspiring. Dr. Katrina Burton (Napier Uni-

cipients and a big thank you to our judges (too numerous to mention) who travelled to the furthest corners
of our Chapter to assess and judge.

versity) explored the relationship between music and
architecture, Stuart Cameron and Miranda Webster

Best New Life for Existing

(cameronwebsterarchitects) presented on their ap-

Winner – Kingussie Court House – Highland Council

proach to creating their office and the use of light, Ei-

Best Smaller Project

lidh Henderson (Page\Park) talked about her approach

Winner – Handmade House – Porteous Architecture
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Above
The Black House, Dualchas
© David Barbour
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Above
Kingussie Court House,
Highland Council
© Highland Council
Right
Falls of Shin Visitor Centre, CH
Architecture
© Catriona Hill
Far right
Handmade House, Porteous
Architecture
© Porteous Architecture

Best Place Making

The strategy and the way forward is a separate

Winner – Falls of Shin Visitor Centre – CH Architecture

subject but there are key objectives which have been

Best Use of Timber

identified and these require action. A copy of our re-

Winner – Falls of Shin Visitor Centre – CH Architecture

port is available, so please ask if you would like a copy.

Best New Building

Looking forward, the IAA Highlands and Islands

Winner – The Black House – Dualchas

Chapter is working with the RIAS with a view to the

Best Project Over All

RIAS Convention being held in Inverness in 2022 to

Winner – The Black House – Dualchas

help promote “Inverness Reborn 2022”, a six-month
summer festival commemorating 100 years of Joseph

Not all, however, is going smoothly in the Chapter.

Mitchell and the Caledonian Canal.

We are still looking to improve communication by us-

The Convention would assist in promoting the city,

ing video conferencing, between each other, the RIAS

the canal, architecture and the future. Furthermore, it

and at events. We have had some success with up to

would invite design competitions and promote inter-

three members of Council joining the Council meet-

national relations with Swedish architects as the Cale-

ing by video conferencing (including myself as Chair)

donian Canal is twinned with the Göta Canal.

but we have also had some technical problems, so we

The BIM Group and student sessions continue, run

are looking for assistance (and training!) in obtaining

by the dedicated few and local groups are active in the

better systems. The idea being to set up hubs and have

Outer Hebrides and Shetland, but better communica-

high spec mobile equipment in order to improve com-

tion will help.

munication for CPD, specialist training and engaging

Stuart Bagshaw FRIAS RIBA

with central belt events (to create a level playing field).

President – IAA (Highlands and Islands Chapter)
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Stirling Society of Architects / www.s-s-a.co.uk /

Stirling
SSA presence online

HES organised an excellent introduc-

AGM

Our website was launched this month and

tion evening CPD session on 27th Septem-

Our AGM took place on 8th November. It

has received favourable comments from

ber specifically for our Chapter. It covered

has been decided that our next AGM will

several members of our Chapter.

a visit of the building, description of what

take place in March 2019 to ensure that we

We are very happy that one of our new

HES does to protect and record buildings,

are in step with other Chapters. This time,

Chapter members, Tim Crone, has volun-

courses organised at the Engine Shed and

our committee remains the same but with

teered to develop our presence online. It

how they share their knowledge in con-

two new Committee Members (Tim Crone

includes updating SSA website and over-

servation with the public and with profes-

and Sarah Carruthers) and two RIAS Com-

seeing our accounts on Instagram, Face-

sionals when advice is sought.

mittees delegates who are not on the SSA

book, Twitter, etc.

Committee (Peter Riddoch for Planning

CPD

and Sonya Linskaill for Conservation).

Conservation

On 8th November, our Chapter held a well

Stirling is very lucky to benefit from the

attended half day CPD sponsored by Por-

Strategy

presence of Historic Environment Scot-

celanosa who also gave a lecture on venti-

Our Chapter held a session to hear our

land since HES relocated at the Engine

lated facades. Other lectures were:

members’ views. The discussion contin-

Shed in Stirling.

•

Conservation Accreditation (Jocelyn

ued at the Birds and Bees at Bridge of Allan

Cunliffe)

where we had something to eat. Many of

Avoiding Construction Disputes (Len

our members took the time to fill in the

Bunton)

questionnaire. The later has reinforced

Home, Space and Community – and

and provided some interesting points.

Politics too (Malcolm Fraser)

Liliane McGeoch FRIAS

We are currently establishing a closer
relationship between SSA and HES. This

•

includes encouraging our members to
attend lectures organised by the Engine
Shed to learn more about various aspects
of conservation.

•

President, SSA
Left
Malcolm Fraser presenting
at our CPD
© SSA
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It’s...Where Champions Play ®
Taraflex® is the most widely specified
indoor sports surface in the world. Chosen
by top international athletes for its unique
construction and technical performance, it has
been fitted at every Olympic Games since 1976.
Taraflex® provides industry leading
innovation and is widely recognised and
installed in the education sectors with over
6 million children everyday enjoying the
benefits of Taraflex® sports flooring.

Contact us now for your free site survey.

RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building in Scotland Award 2018
Overview

Celebrating the best of Scottish Architecture

RIAS Andrew Doolan
Best Building in Scotland
Award 2018
In 2001 when Andrew Doolan launched this fantastic

build – and hope that architecture will inhabit our

Entrants to RIAS

award and endowed it so handsomely he had two

work. The emphasis here is to build. Our architecture

Awards 2018

main objectives in mind: to recognise excellence in

can only be judged in its truest completed form.

76

new Scottish architecture and, in the inevitable con-

In these projects we saw much commodity and

troversy arising, to stimulate conversations on that

firmness. Indeed, it is worth noting that four were De-

new Scottish architecture.

sign & Build contracts, one of which was a Hub / SFT

Shortlisted for

beneficiary with only two tendered traditionally.

Doolan Award

When this year’s jury trio – Anna Liu (Tonkin Liu)
Murray Kerr (Denizen Works) and I, set out a shortlist

In all cases the quality of the end-product is a

from the awards, we were anticipating changes forth-

testament to the craftsmanship and constructors in-

coming next year in the reorganisation of both RIBA

volved. Architecture is a team game. All of the projects

and RIAS awards. In addition to this we also held the

had a difficult birth but that appears to be the nature

Judges

view that time spent in conversation with the clients

of the industry we operate in, where creating anything

Professor Gordon

and their architects was imperative and would yield

of value has always been a struggle. Maybe the time is

Murray

fruit. To do justice to that with twelve was impossi-

right to change that.

Anna Liu

ble, with seven, just doable. I think we achieved that

However, our subject is the celebration of great

understanding to a level that pleased most of those

architecture. Each architect must surely be enervated

involved.

by a happy client and here we saw seven delighted cli-

Obviously being embedded in a warm Douglas-fir

ents. Clients with resolve, resilience, and faith; that in

clad interior on Skye when the rain was driving hard

our view was not diminished by the process. The best

outside encourages a certain lethargy, as well as an

buildings here were indeed inhabited by architecture.

expanded conversation. Seemingly a million miles

Four of the seven buildings we visited were con-

from a sunny crisp Thursday morning when we stood

tained and constrained by their site boundaries which

on the canal side adjacent to the fine Boroughmuir

were also the building’s edges. In all cases this appar-

High School.

ent limitation was, by hard work and ingenious use of

This trio felt we could do no better than appraise

the section, transformed into an opportunity. All were

against Vitruvius’ – commodity, firmness and delight.

TARDIS-like in achieving an amazing series of volumes

With the emphasis on delight, followed by surprise

out of these apparent straitjackets.

and joy. Maybe less than objective topics but the essence of architecture.

At a poetic level, where the spiritual was made
manifest in the concrete, the architecture was a joy, a

Some years ago, Glenn Murcutt and Fumihiko

delight and, in many cases, a wonderful surprise. Scot-

Maki spoke at our RIAS convention. Murcutt talked of

land is producing some great buildings, some great

detail and of touching the earth lightly – a metaphor

architecture. We just need to celebrate it and discuss it

for a truly sustainable architecture. We saw Murcutt a

and make it inhabit our buildings more.

few times in these visits.

Professor Gordon Murray PPRIAS RIBA

More significantly though Maki – a pupil of the
great Kenzō Tange – suggested that as architects we
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12

Murray Kerr
Projects visited

7
Miles travelled

700+
Opposite page, left column
from top
© Andrew Lee
© John Reiach
© David Barbour
© Keith Hunter
Opposite page, middle
column from top
© Infinite 3D
© Rob McDougall
© Nigel Rigden
© Gillian Hayes
Opposite page, right column
from top
© Richard Fraser
© LDN Architects
© Reiach and Hall Architects
© Jim Stephenson
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RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building in Scotland Award 2018
Overview

Barmulloch Residents Centre, Glasgow

Clydebank Leisure Centre, West

Lochside House, West Highlands

Collective Architecture

Dunbartonshire

Haysom Ward Miller Architects

Kennedy FitzGerald Architects LLP

Bath Street Collective Custom Build,

McEwan Hall, Edinburgh

Edinburgh

The Engine Shed, Stirling

John Kinsley Architects

HES with Reiach and Hall Architects

LDN Architects

Nucleus, The Nuclear Decommissioning
The Black Shed, Isle of Skye

Humpty House, Angus

Authority and Caithness Archive, Wick

Mary Arnold-Forster Architect

Ben Scrimgeour Building Workshop

Reiach and Hall Architects

Boroughmuir High School, Edinburgh

Leith Fort, Edinburgh

St Cecilia’s Hall Concert Room and Music

Allan Murray Architects Ltd

Collective Architecture & Malcolm Fraser

Museum, Edinburgh

Architects

Page\Park Architects
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RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building in Scotland Award 2018
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The Black Shed, Isle of Skye
Mary Arnold-Forster Architect

We arrived at the Black Shed in Heaste deep in the
Isle of Skye on the kind of day architects dread for a

All became clear on entering the main living
space, however.

Client

Private

judging visit; dreich, damp and cold. In many ways

Typical of a number of recent houses in Skye, the

though, this is exactly the kind of weather to visit a

Black Shed is based on the long-house model and a lo-

QS

remote Scottish house.

cal ‘wrinkly tin’ church, but this iteration is shaped by

Torrance and

On leaving the 4x4, a necessity in these parts, you

two key ideas. The first is a subversion of the pervasive

Partners

are welcomed under the cover of a porch giving you

pine tongue-and-grooved internal linings typical of

shelter and space to put down the shopping before

the area and the other is the clients’ love of shadows.

opening the front door. No need to search for your

We learnt that the sumptuous Douglas fir lining

keys in such a civilised environment, no-one locks

is the work of one carpenter who spent a whole year

their door in Heaste.

Structural Engineer

IPM Associates

cladding the interior of the house. The only other

Bespoke Kitchen

Entering the house it felt that perhaps clients He-

materials evident are an immaculate resin floor on

Stuart Shone

lena and Judith had forgotten we were coming, de-

the ground floor and some tiles to the bathroom. The

spite the warm welcome. We came into a hall space

timber in particular gives real warmth to the interior

Main Contractor

to dump dirty boots and could see beyond into what

while ensuring the house feels a natural addition to

Allen Cowe

appeared to be a rather gloomy space.

the Skye architectural canon.
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PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

A

B

C

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

SECTION A

FIRST FLOOR

A

B

C

SECTION B

GROUND FLOOR

SECTION C

0

5m

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

Gross Internal Area

116m2
Date of Occupation

04.2017

It is the second idea, however, that had me thinking a lot about this simple house since our visit.

stead the warm embrace of the timber linings next to
the wood-burning stove.

There is a very simple move to have one opening

The joinery of the interior is a joy, including gen-

on each elevation so the nature of the main spaces

erous built-in storage to the hallway and a ground

changes dramatically during the day. There are no

floor box-bed that shares a room with the first of two

roof lights or light fittings in the main living space

studies. Upstairs is the master bedroom with a built-in

apart from a simple line of pendants over the kitchen

desk overlooking the main space and lit with discrete

table.

task lighting.

Sitting at the table, looking south, was pleasant

All in all, I think this house is a triumph of two

where the contrast between the large, dark, volume

ideas. The first, an architect’s idea, is the singular ma-

Opposite page
Exterior view
© David Barbour

and light from the large sliding doors gave an intima-

terial choice lining the interior and the second one is

cy that would have been lost had the whole interior

the far more radical step of reducing light levels, only

Top
Plans and sections
© Mary Arnold-Foster Architect

been flooded with light.

possible through the conviction of intelligent clients.

Above
Main living space;
study
© David Barbour

This reduction in glazing has removed the need
for curtains as there is plenty of room to sit away from

Well done them!
Murray Kerr RIAS RIBA

the cold, black glass in the evening time, enjoying in-
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Boroughmuir High School, Edinburgh
Allan Murray Architects Ltd

Client

Children
& Families
Department, City
of Edinburgh
Council
QS

Gardiner &
Theobald
Structural Engineer

BuroHappold
Engineering
M&E Engineer

BuroHappold
Engineering
Project Manager

Thomas &
Adamson
Landscaping

John Richards
Landscape
Architect
Main Contractor

As a successful embodiment of the clients’ and archi-

Connectivity to site is also successful. The building

tects’ commitment to education, this building also

can be accessed from the canal, the main street, and

demonstrates a strong commitment to the communi-

the side street, rooting it well into the site and the rest

ty surrounding it – a commitment that goes beyond

of the community in the city.

school days and school hours. Boroughmuir High

Externally a landmark to the city and internally

School was designed to be set into the city’s fabric in

a climactic space, the rooftop Multi-Use Games Area

such a way as to enable local communities to visit the

(MUGA) works successfully at the two scales. By being

building and use the gym and playing facilities after

positioned on the side of the building fronting the

hours.

main road, the MUGA acts as a signage, signalling the

Connectivity is key to the design. Defying physical

vitality and generosity of this school. At night it be-

barriers, internal spaces area thoroughly inter-con-

comes a beacon for the local community, beckoning

nected. Open toilets, open staircases, open vistas, all

visitors to share the use of the new amenities.

embrace communality and visibility, and in doing so,
achieve safety.

32

Internally the rooftop MUGA forms a moment of
joy in the sequences of spatial experiences. The two

O’Hare &
McGovern

Above
Central atrium
© Keith Hunter
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Teaching
spaces

Main Atrium

Terrace

Level +4 (Roof)

Level +1

Badminton

Badminton

5-a-side

Art
Studios

Sports Hall
Volleyball

Badminton

Labs

Basketball
Netball

Badminton

Hockey

5-a-side

Handball

Offices

Music
Studios

Level +3

Level +0 (Canal)

CDT

Teaching
spaces

Dance &
Fitness
Studio
Social
Space

Gym Hall

Drama
Studio

MUGA

Assembly Hall

Basketball
Badminton

Learning
Resource

Badminton

Drama
Studio

HE

Level +2

Level -1 (Dundee Street)

CURRICULUM ZONE COLOURS KEY
Language & Literacy (Zone 1)

Social Studies (Zone 5)

General Support (Zone 9)

Science & Maths (Zone 2)

Support & Guidance (Zone 6)

Ancillary (Zone 10)

Expressive Arts (Zone 3)

Whole School Resource (Zone 7)

Circulation

Creative Arts (Zone 4)

Leadership & Administration (Zone 8)

NEW BOROUGHMUIR
HIGH SCHOOL

Allan Murray
A r c h i t e c t s
architecture

+ urbanism

Contract Value

£26.3m
Gross Internal Area

13,536m2
Date of Occupation

01.2018
generous corridors that flank he internal atrium cul-

For a well-known typology, the central atrium suc-

minate in two doors that open directly out onto the

ceeds in creating intimacy and grandness at the same

MUGA. Walking towards the glowing doors at the end

time. This has been achieved through careful studies

of these corridors, I could completely imagine these

of the proportions – the height to width to length ra-

spaces filled with excited sound and movement, with

tio. In addition, thorough research in acoustic meas-

students charging en masse for the MUGA. This legi-

ures informs the technical details of the space. This is

bility is coupled with joy.

extremely important for the experience of this grand

The details are direct and honest, using self-fin-

space, when full of chattering students and teachers,

ished materials and achieving robustness without

to enable the intimacy of one-to-one conversations.

appearing too heavy. Priorities are given to visual con-

Across the atrium at high level, people not only see

nectivity and generous level of light throughout the

each other on the opposite balcony, but also through

spaces, across the main atrium and even through to

to the classrooms and to the beautiful distant land-

the fire escape staircases.

scape beyond.
Anna Liu RIBA
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Top
Floor plans
© Allan Murray Architects
Above
Exterior view
© Dimitris Pangiotidis
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Clydebank Leisure Centre, West
Dunbartonshire
Kennedy FitzGerald Architects LLP

Section A-A

5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4
3

2

Pool hall
Activity room
8 Court Sports Hall
Fitness studio
Plant

2

1

5

Section B-B

3

2

4
1

1

1.
2.
3.
4.

Pool hall
8 Court Sports Hall
Fitness Suite
Plant

Birds eye view of the project massing

The site of John Brown’s Shipyard, a new town in wait-

first challenge answered by Belfast-based architects

ing since the collapse of the shipping industry, rep-

Kennedy Fitzgerald was the realisation that the re-

resents a major development opportunity along the

quirement for an 8-court sports hall didn’t actually

banks of the River Clyde in Clydebank to the west of

fit on the site. This was overcome by the creation of

Glasgow.

a heroic cantilever that floats the gym hall over the

As the client for the new leisure centre, West Dun-

original slipway, creates a super-sized entrance can-

bartonshire Council has turned the natural order of a

opy on approach from the car park and sits beyond

masterplan on its head by building a new public build-

the site boundary.

ing before any housing. This unusual phasing strategy

Kennedy Fitzgerald describe the building as two

has acted as a catalyst to kick-start the development

interlocking forms clad in industrial materials to re-

of the wider master plan that links the archaeology

flect the past uses of the site. This approach has led

of the shipyard with the historic centre of Clydebank.

to the pleasing black glazed tile base with anodized

Clydebank Leisure Centre sits at a far corner of the

aluminium cladding to the upper reaches of the lei-

master plan area on a tight triangular site aligned to
the original slipway where the QE2 was launched. The

34

sure centre.

Above
Sections
© Kennedy Fitzgerald Architects
Opposite page
Reception and café
© Infinite 3D
Exterior view
© Infinite 3D
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Client

West
Dunbartonshire
Council
QS

Robinson Low
Francis
Structural Engineer

Woolgar Hunter
M&E Engineer

TÜV SÜD Real
Estate
Project Manager

Hub West
Scotland
Principal Design

Thomas and
Adamson
Main Contractor

BAM Construction
Contract Value

£21.9m
Gross Internal Area

28,892m2
Date of Occupation

02.2017

Moving under the overhang into the reception

of the Clydebank sleet. There was a collective sense of

area, you are met by a pared back, and extremely

joy too when we entered the large dance space on the

successful, palette of materials with a mid-grey floor

third floor where a real mix of ages were enjoying a

and plaster walls in white and a subtly varied range

dance class that continued with only minor embar-

of greens that have been glazed to give protection in

rassment when we entered to inspect the glorious

areas where they take most punishment.

views.

The leisure centre has been open for 18 months

The leisure centre is clearly very well used and

and looks as good as I am sure it did when completed,

popular with the locals. The judging panel all left

which is no small feat for a building of this type. The

with a feeling they had met a client who is extremely

material choices give a pleasing feel to a typology that

proud, as well they might be, of the achievement in

can too often feel basic and lack haptic quality.

delivering a first-class leisure facility under the con-

The leisure centre is not without West of Scotland
wit. Rowing machines lined up looking out over the

straints of a tight budget and an even tighter site.
Murray Kerr RIAS RIBA

Clyde give a certain perverse pleasure of artifice as fitness enthusiasts looks out over the real thing but out
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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The Engine Shed, Stirling
Historic Environment Scotland with Reiach and Hall Architects

Client

Historic
Environment
Scotland
QS

Gardiner &
Theobald
Structural Engineer

David Narro
Associates.
M&E Engineer

Max Fordham LLP
Project Manager

Historic
Environment
Scotland
Interpretation
Consultant

Brightwhite Ltd
Main Contractor

Approaching the new wings from the outside, the an-

its position in a sequence of otherwise open, free-flow-

Esh Border

gled cut in plan and slope in roof section at first ap-

ing spaces, the reclaimed timber-lined space strikes

Construction

peared to lack a clear context. On entering, however,

me as the heart of the building. An openable partition

the new building’s geometry is brought into play by

enables the auditorium to connect to the rest of the

the spatial experience and becomes completely con-

spaces. The scent of the reclaimed and treated wood

vincing. Expanding and contracting, the new wings

adds to the sensuality of the experience.

Above
Sections
© Rob McDougall
Opposite page
Ground floor plan
© HES
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direct visitors to different framed vistas, create spaces

Ground source heat pumps, natural ventilation

of varying proportions and guide visitors to different

through manually openable panels fronting onto ex-

activities. The geometry of these two wings has been

ternal environment, are excellent demonstrations of

derived from the full site boundary and from a play-

sustainability. The overall project has been detailed

ful sculpting of the spaces around the existing shed

to a rightful level of holistic integration, with no-non-

building.

sense details that are economical yet very effective.

There is a definable moment of joy on entering the

Raw industrial materials, zinc cladding and glu-

intimate and dimly-lit auditorium. Not just in terms of

lam beams are skilfully combined with traditional clay

scale, materiality, modulation of light, but also due to

plaster and reclaimed timber. Where the use of natural
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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and traditional materials may have perhaps entailed

The evident success of the Engine Shed will en-

more risks and costs, they were offset by cost-effective

ergise and inform the surrounding urban landscape,

materials used wherever possible elsewhere. The art

which may evolve from the one previously envisioned

of balancing these priorities makes the project truly

in the master-plan. In place of a square could be a

sing.

workshop yard, a ground for craft fairs, or outdoor

The directness and honesty in the handling of the

classrooms. Temporary related activities could spill

material makes the building a living embodiment of

out from the Engine Shed, the landscape could house

the celebration of the art and craft of building.

removable and seasonal components such as toolbox-

It is delightful to witness the joy in the user groups

es, benches, counters, and market stalls, enabled by a

– children stacking foam bricks, experiencing the Syd-

simple infrastructure. The impact of the Engine Shed

ney Opera House in Virtual Reality and staff enjoying

will continue to shape the life of the spaces around it,

the bright and connected rooms. Dedicated to the dis-

and in the wider city as a whole.

semination of the art, mystery, and craft of building,

Anna Liu RIBA

Contract Value

£5.30m
Gross Internal Area

1,270m2
Date of Occupation

06.2017

but not dumbing down, the architecture has transformed these into an ageless and timeless experience.
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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Lochside House, West Highlands
Haysom Ward Miller Architects

Client

Private
QS

Torrance
Partnership
Structural Engineer

Peter Brett
Associates
Energy Consultant

EcoFirst Consult
Main Contractor

Spey Building and
Joinery
Gross Internal Area

195m2
Date of Occupation

As in some great country estate, the length of the

The timber volumes sit upon a series of dry-stone

driveway and approach to the site of this house, de-

walled terraces which interlock with the walls of the

spite the ruggedness of the terrain, only serves to

building, as if the whole is formed from the geology of

heighten the sense of anticipation. The landscape set-

the site itself, suggesting the new home has reclaimed

ting is overwhelming, truly sublime. Turner or Land-

some ancient ruin. The stone is local, a product of driving

seer come to mind.

the new road through rock but all is new construction, a

The sense of arrival is uplifting – a vista of great
beauty little impacted by the hand of man. Pine for-

disappointment to this jury. However, these terraces do
connect the building to the rock formation at its base.

ests, water, great mountains and rock escarpments

Reflecting on Glenn Murcutt’s dictum of touching

takes us onto the work of Caspar David Friedrich – the

the earth lightly, this series of pavilions might have

sublime and the romantic in one.

sat off the ground allowing it to pass undisturbed but

Here on a small isthmus enclosed by a larger bay

the approach here is suggestive of it growing from the

on a pine-covered hillock sits the Lochside House.

earth reinforced by the geometry and the colouring.

Three prisms clad on all surfaces by black-charred

From a distance not timber, but man-made prisms ly-

larch wood, which is silvering after 18 months in the

ing on a prehistoric landscape.

Torridon climate. Off to the side by fifty metres is the
fourth prism – the client’s studio.

38

07.2017

Internally the building is suffused with a natural light emphasised by the pale pastel colours of the

Above
Exterior view
© Richard Fraser
Opposite page
Floor plan
© Haysom Ward Miller Architects
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vided by a new bored well, electricity by PV panels and

page 40, the sloping floor at the entrance changes our

batteries. All very discreetly laid out. The direct and

perception of the scale of the subsequent spaces. Serv-

personal relationship between client, architect and

ant spaces merge with and open out onto public space,

builder resulted in some intense conversations but

interrupted only by two timber columns – the presence

also a level of understanding of each other and an em-

Lochside House

of which was slightly perplexing. The more intimate

pathy that has produced a beautiful house, well suited

was announced as

and private spaces sitting at the end of each vista.

to the climate of the North West.

The light entering the larger spaces can be mod-

This is not a holiday home but the base for an

Year 2018 at the end

ulated further by sliding timber slatted screens which

artist – a potter – whose studio in the similar smaller

of November. The

externally dissolve into the timber cladding, notice-

building close by further enhances the sense of place

announcement was

able only by the sliding gear, yet internally allowing

– of someone putting down roots in a new settlement.

made during the

light through the gaps like blinds, transforming the

However, the recent late summer surge of rhododen-

final episode of the

feel of the living spaces and further securing the build-

dron growth (some 300 mature plants were removed

Channel 4 series

ing when unoccupied.

to create the site) reinforces the notion that we are

Grand Designs:
House of the Year.

This building is also a delight as an off-grid con-

intervening in an ancient landscape that will endure

struction, where enabling its infrastructure was itself

with or without our imprint.

an engineering achievement, the road, the water pro-

Professor Gordon Murray PPRIAS RIBA
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woodstain on most surfaces. As with St Cecilia’s on
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St. Cecilia’s Hall Concert Room and Music
Museum, Edinburgh
Page\Park Architects

Client

University of
Edinburgh
QS

Thomson
Bethune
Structural Engineer

David Narro
Associates
M&E Engineer

Harley Haddow
Project Manager

University of
Edinburgh
Exhibition Designer

Thomas and
Adamson
Acoustic

Since the 18th Century, when the construction of the

for the project the restoration of a finely tuned musical

Counsultant

South Bridge necessitated the shift in Niddry Street

instrument in need of a proper mouthpiece – to intro-

New Acoustics

exposing the building’s façade, St Cecilia’s Hall has

duce a manifestation of the collection in the configu-

lain in various states of obscurity. Now, not so much

ration of the building. It is laid out like a giant wind

Principal Designer

a jewel uncovered as a secret revealed. Started in 1763

instrument with spaces that flow back and forth along

CDM Scotland

alongside the bridge, its extensions were completed

the long axis of the building. As a consequence, the

in 1812 and 1959. Now, it is not so much a jewel uncov-

programme maximises the potential space on the site.

ered as a secret revealed.

Spaces interlock and overlap around the main perfor-

Main Contractor

Interserve
Construction Ltd

40

It is Scotland’s oldest purpose designed concert

mance space.

hall. Though constrained by its site boundaries which

The ‘mouthpiece’ or servant spaces plugged into

were also the building’s edges, this apparent limita-

the original gap at the north end of the site underpins

tion has, by hard work from the design team and in-

this rationalisation of the museum itself. From the

genious use of the section, transformed compactness

splendidly exotic entrance gateway – itself replicating

into an opportunity.

the decorated soundboard of the 1725 Francis Coston

The new building is at once a performance venue,

harpsichord, the jury were enthralled by fretwork of

a museum, one of the first collections of keyboard in-

the parrots and flowers in the bronzed stainless steel

struments anywhere, and an educational facility for

of the gate itself. We entered down a gently sloping

the university. The architects suggest as an analogy

stone floor – a simple move which seemed to expand
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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the open space – before it was then closed down by

plicity of the main spaces. To get so many fine spaces

a jewel like gallery whose soffit had cast-in the same

on three levels in such a tight site is a true achieve-

exotic decoration.

ment. The concert hall itself is a delight. Particularly,

Entry to a tight and intimate stair, in the manner

where the normal means of serving a densely occu-

of Mackintosh at Hill House, led up to and opened out

pied performance space is inverted and the space giv-

on that gallery. From here we entered what, in this

en its ambience via the raised dais seating around the

jury’s view, was the most spectacular of the museum

perimeter, which also serves to give emphasis, at eye

spaces – a rectangular room full of harpsichords and

level, to the oval performance space leading the eye

spinets. Despite the intricacy of the spaces, the proces-

to the end of its long axis. This leaves the ceiling as

sion through the building and wayfinding was a mod-

two elegant simple surfaces washed by light from a

el of clarity. To view this accompanied musically by a

restored acoustic glazed cupola.

young soprano and piano – the users – underscored

In common with the other shortlisted buildings

the multipurpose objectives of this building. This con-

the quality of craftsmanship and construction (by

nectivity is enhanced by opening up walls to permit

main contractor Interserve) is superb. From the filigree

framed views between spaces leading to glimpses of

of the outer layer to its refined centre this building is

the outside which facilitates wayfinding.

something of a Fabergé egg. A piece of urban jewel-

Moving all plant and services and circulation into
the “mouthpiece” added to the corresponding simRIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018

lery.
Professor Gordon Murray PPRIAS RIBA

Gross Internal Area

1,368m2
Date of Occupation

05.2017

Above
Ground and first floor plans
© Page\Park Architects
Opposite page
Music museum
© Jim Stephenson
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Supreme Award Winner
Nucleus: The Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority and
Caithness Archive, Wick
Reiach and Hall Architects

In the 1960s, the facilities at Dounreay em-

rootedness and history has matched that.

Client

ployed upwards of 11,500 workers; with

Heritage tourism is big business today.

The Nuclear

the same again employed as contractors.

Nucleus can be potentially transformative

Decommissioning

Between 1951 and 1961 the population of

as the repository of the personal histories

Authority

Thurso rose by 5,000. A century earlier

of the people of the flow country.

there were 1,100 herring boats operating

In an effort to give some depth of con-

out of Wick. During the season the town’s

text to the rather anonymous site for the

Morrison

population of 5,000 increased to 15,000,

building on the edge of an industrial es-

Construction

with migrant workers from the islands,

tate, the architects have drawn an allegor-

assisting in the industry. The area has per-

ical tale on the landscape and big skies of

Structural Engineer

haps endured the greatest diaspora of any

the floe country and the magnificent hori-

ARUP Scotland

area of Scotland since the clearances, and

zontal light on which is founded the dis-

the heritage aspect of Nucleus and its po-

position of elements of the building- the

M&E Engineer

tential to assist in both a cultural and eco-

pools of water and the triangular forms.

ARUP Scotland

nomic regeneration of the area cannot be

However, for this jury, the rootedness of

overlooked. As well as a national archive

such a building firmly in the social and

Project Manager

of the UK’s nuclear power industry, it is

cultural history was a much more signif-

GVA

also the repository of the social history of

icant allegory. The building is a physical

Caithness. This building has many stories

manifestation of the metaphysical, cap-

Landscaping

to tell.

turing both the identity and the nature of

Horner +

the space of its location.

MacLennan

Since Nucleus opened in February

QS

2017 there have been over 1,500 visits by

At a basic level the building is a so-

members of the public, at an average of

phisticated storage facility ordered along

CDM

some 80 visits per month. Of these, 60%

a logical system of servant and served

Keelagher Okey

have been from residents in the High-

space – the archive bunkers. However, it

Klein

lands, the majority of whom live in Caith-

is with the addition of the support facili-

ness. 20% of all visits to Nucleus have been

ties and public archive in the triangulat-

Main Contractor

from residents overseas. In the era of glob-

ed forms, the planes of which shift in the

Morrison

al population migrations, the search for

vertical and the horizontal, and in the

Construction
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Gross Internal Area

5,400m2
Date of Public
Opening

02.2017

Above and right
Interior and exterior views
© Broad Daylight
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“Fragments

‘lochans’ – the pools which signify each

The birth of this building may not

of continually

progressive level of security in the build-

have been without its trials and tribu-

changing light

ing, that the building comes alive. The

lations – the Scottish independence ref-

and shade

long, triangulated prow creates a unique

erendum being one particular hiatus. It

reflecting

public space with a grand sense of arrival

was procured via design and build, with

off walls and

– this is indeed a public building. The im-

Morrisons, who were constructing the

doors enter the

mediate enclosure gives a sense of place

new schools in the town at the same time;

building to cast

where there was none.

a contractual form not known for its sensi-

patterns on

Moving inside, the triangular forms,

tivity to architecture. The illusion of com-

both ceiling and

manifest also in roof lights, create a dra-

plexity in the design belies its simplicity

floor.”

matic play of light and shade. On the day

where the choice of materials underpins

we visited it stayed dry but the sky, in

a durability and resilience, whilst creat-

common with all of Scotland, exhibited

ing surfaces and textures that continually

the usual four seasons in one day which

change with the shift in climatic condi-

transformed the light inside the building

tions. Particularly, the genius in avoiding

in an almost spiritual manner. Fragments

the thinness and inevitable distortions

of continually changing light and shade

inherent in a profiled pressed metal clad-

reflecting off walls and doors enter the

ding in favour of an interlocking extruded

building to cast patterns on both ceiling

aluminium for both the panels and the

and floor. With the minimalist interven-

vertical “mullions”.

Above
3D view
© Reiach and Hall Architects
Left
Exterior view
© Broad Daylight

RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018

tion of vertical coloured glass panels by

The attention to detail, the quality of

artist Steven Aalders, the whole was uni-

the craftsmanship and the emphasis on

fied as if we were inside some multidi-

the metaphysical will fix this building’s

mensional Russian constructivist art form.

position as a fine piece of architecture.

It was an uplifting experience which we

Professor Gordon Murray PPRIAS RIBA

all thoroughly enjoyed.
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Opposite page
Concept sketch
© Reiach and Hall Architects
Left
Model view
© Reiach and Hall Architects
Below
Ground floor plan
© Reiach and Hall Architects
Below inset
Roof plan
© Reiach and Hall Architects

Number of digital
records

20-30m
Paper and
photographic
records

28,000
linear
metres
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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Nucleus, The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority and Caithness Archive

The Architect’s Perspective
Reiach and Hall Architects are absolutely

adjacent to Wick airport. The immediate

open plan enfilade wing of light weight

delighted to have won the RIAS Doolan

environment is semi-industrial, low lying

construction.

Award 2018. We are grateful to the RIAS,

and very exposed.

The prismatic building plan is organ-

the Scottish Government and the Dool-

The brief required a large secure shed

ised along a north south axis that strings

an family for their continued support of

with associated administrative offices in

together a sequence of shallow lochans.

architecture in Scotland. Although we

the manner of an out of town industrial

The perforated plan articulates the sep-

all practice in difficult times with huge

estate. The design sets out to transform

aration of the low lying form containing

pressures on budgets, challenging pro-

this ubiquitous building type into a build-

the public and archivist spaces from the

curement and limited resources, we found

ing that responds to its northern location

massive archive spaces which align with

ourselves on a shortlist of finely observed

and cultural significance while using the

the western site boundary. The single sto-

and made pieces of work.

material language and economy of the

rey wing faces north east with clear views

shed.

towards the coastline and the horizon. The

The project is important to the office
on a number of levels but primarily with

A critical ambition of the design was

two generic building masses mesh around

respect to its alignment, literally, with a

to open the building up to the public both

the lochans, forming a series of protected

northern concern. Our whole notion of

in terms of accountability and actual com-

water courts.

what north means, no longer a frozen

munity use. The building must invite and

The building is clad in extruded silver

north, is being challenged. We have to im-

welcome the local, the expert and the vis-

anodised ribbed cladding and vertical lou-

agine being connected to a bigger world

itor alike, the entrance sequence plays a

vres, these finely ‘’drawn’’ facades respond

via the north. For us it is a building that

huge part in this ambition.

to the subtle changes of light that is expe-

attempts to explore this shifting cultural
as well as a physical landscape.

The design responds to this vast wild
landscape with a bold and simple strat-

rienced throughout the day in this northern territory.

Nucleus is the national archive for the

egy. The design imagines a singular low

The orientation and relationship be-

Nuclear Decommissioning Authority. Nu-

triangular form that enters into a dialogue

tween the archive block and low level

cleus also houses the Caithness Archive.

with the landscape not by merging with it

ancillary accommodation are key to the

The building contains large archival spac-

but by quietly standing apart from its im-

sustainable approach of the design’s pas-

es, document retrieval and processing ar-

mediate context, maintaining a dignified

sive heating and ventilation systems. The

eas along with administrative and public

and enigmatic presence.

string of courtyards as well as forming an

access spaces, including a community

The two basic functions of the build-

articulation between the double height

room and exhibition area. The building

ing, to preserve archive material and to

archive block and low level accommoda-

will ultimately hold between 20 to 30 mil-

enable access to it, can be read clearly in

tion importantly act as lightwells, bring-

lion digital records and circa 28,000 linear

the construction and form of the building;

ing daylight and natural ventilation into

metres of paper and photographic records

a double height cellular concrete con-

what is essentially a deep plan building.

primarily concerning the history, devel-

struction layered with a double skin roof

At a more fundamental level the lo-

opment and decommissioning of the UK’s

contains the repository accommodation.

chans serve to mark this building as being

civil nuclear industry since the 1940s.

Its inherent mass providing environmen-

part of a much bigger idea of landscape

The site is situated on the outskirts of

tal stability and security. In contrast, the

and light.

Wick, Caithness, the Flow Country, a land

single storey public and ancillary accom-

Neil Gillespie OBE FRIAS RIBA

that is as much liquid as solid. The site is

modation is housed within a light filled

Reiach and Hall Architects
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Above
Exterior view
© Broad Daylight
Far left
Exterior view
© Broad Daylight
Left
Archive space
© Broad Daylight
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Right
Corridor and courtyard
© Broad Daylight
Below
Office space
© Broad Daylight
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Nucleus, The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority and Caithness Archive

The Client’s Perspective
Earlier this year, Nucleus (The Nuclear and

an excellent building. The relationship

Records from the other 16 NDA sites

Caithness Archives) was among 49 Royal

of the building to the historic context of

across the UK will be moved in gradually,

Institute of British Architects (RIBA) win-

the site and the adjacent wartime airfield

in a programme expected to take at least

ners, selected from more than 600 UK en-

are beautifully articulated, together with

five years. Sellafield Ltd alone has more

tries, and one of 12 Scottish RIAS winners.

the references to the Caithness context of

than 80,000 boxes of archived records in

Its sleek design was described as “an im-

lochs and a difficult climate.

off-site storage, plus material on site and

pressive industrial building” and “beautifully sculpted”.

In 2005 the NDA embarked upon

in various offices – estimated as stretch-

the project to find a single home for all

ing, if laid out, to more than 120km worth

Designed by Edinburgh-based Reiach

the UK’s civil nuclear records, following

of paperwork. Magnox Ltd, with 12 sites,

and Hall Architects, its success made it a

a careful evaluation of the options and

has a similar-sized collection in storage.

contender for the RIAS Andrew Doolan

costs. As part of its socio-economic remit,

Nucleus also fulfils an important role for

Best Building in Scotland Award, named

the NDA focused the search for a suitable

the future geological disposal facility

after the celebrated Scottish architect

site within areas where ageing nuclear

(GDF), acting as a central repository for

who worked on numerous city regenera-

sites have long been a dominant influence

detailed waste records that must be safe-

tion projects.

in the local economy and where site clo-

guarded for many generations.

Simon Tucker, the NDA’s Head of Information Governance, said:

sures will have greatest local impact.

A busy community outreach pro-

Caithness, with 2,000 people working

gramme is ongoing at Nucleus and since

“We are absolutely delighted that

in decommissioning at the NDA’s Doun-

opening in early 2017 there have been

Nucleus has been named as this year’s

reay site, was selected as the region most

over 1,500 visits from members of the pub-

best building in Scotland. Visually, it is

likely to benefit. The closure of its major

lic and of these 60% have been from res-

extremely striking, and is also a fantastic

employer, Dounreay, is set to happen by

idents of the Highlands. However, 20% of

operational facility, purpose-built for the

2030. Nucleus has brought 30 new sustain-

all visits to the facility have been from resi-

preservation and storage of our nuclear

able jobs to Wick and is among a number

dents overseas. As Nucleus offers a state of

records, as well as those from Caithness.”

of key projects on the local regeneration

the art archival storage facility, important

partnership’s

The award, established in 2002 to cel-

will

historic collections have been deposited

ebrate the best buildings in Scotland, is

help reduce the local economic impact of

programme

which

with the Caithness Archives which other-

one of the largest architectural prizes in

Dounreay closure.

wise might have remained inaccessible

the world and is supported by the Doolan

Nucleus opened to the public in Feb-

in private hands, including the Dunbar of

family as well as the Scottish Government.

ruary 2017. Following the migration of the

Hempriggs ancient estate collection. The

One of the earlier citations noted:

Caithness Archives, the Dounreay photo-

oldest local records held in Nucleus date

The judges unanimously felt that this

graphic records were the first nuclear to

from the fifteenth century.

was an impressive industrial building

be transferred to Nucleus. Almost a third

Anna MacConnell

which created an ethereal and beauti-

of a million photographs were lodged at

Nuclear Decommissioing Authority

fully sculpted building. Security issues in

Nucleus and a further 200 tonnes of Doun-

the design of the landscape did not de-

reay’s documents will eventually be ar-

tract from the panel’s view that this was

chived there.
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RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building in Scotland Award 2018
Award Ceremony

RIAS Andrew Doolan Best
Building in Scotland Award
2018

Award
Ceremony
The award was presented at a ceremony at
the newly opened V&A Dundee, Scotland’s
first ever dedicated design museum, on
Tuesday 6th November 2018 by the Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Tourism and External Affairs, Ms Fiona Hyslop MSP alongside Mrs Margaret Doolan Hon FRIAS. The
award is generously supported by the late
Andrew Doolan’s mother and family and
by the Scottish Government.

“Good design in our built environment
is a key mechanism for supporting our
economic success, taking forward
our environmental objectives,
contributing to our cultural continuity
and promoting healthy lifestyles.
Each year, the RIAS Andrew
Doolan Award shortlist highlights our
architects’ best new work. The Award
helps to raise our aspirations at home
and boost our reputation for design
quality around the world. This year’s
winning project, Nucleus, shows
great inventiveness in enhancing
its local area, and is another
terrific example of the standard
of architectural creativity here in
Scotland.”
Fiona Hyslop MSP
Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Tourism and
External Affairs
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What can Stannah
do for you?
Family owned and managed for over 150 years, we are
proud to have a large dedicated team of lift expertise
in Scotland, growing year on year.
We help architects and building professionals to bring
their visions to life. We move people and goods safely
and efficiently, making life a little smoother every day.
Our escalators assist shoppers, our bespoke lifts
speed train travellers and our goods and service lifts
are invaluable in Scotland’s finest eateries, coffee
hubs and bars.
We thrive on the challenges of heritage projects and
are passionate about our abilities to work our magic
on historic lifts in need of meeting today’s exacting
standards, whilst retaining their period style.

Get to know us a little better…
Call us on: 0141 266 0025
Search ‘Scotland’ at: www.stannahlifts.co.uk
45 Carlyle Avenue, Hillington Industrial Estate, Glasgow G52 4XX

Meet the family

Edinburgh Haymarket:
3x 16-person bespoke scenic
passenger/goods lifts by Stannah

As the building was being
designed, one important
question kept being asked...
...WHO CAN EASE

THE STRESS OF THE
FIRE REGULATION
PROCESS?

SERVICES TO ARCHITECTS
Smoke Control Systems

CFD Modelling

Fire Engineering Solutions

Fire Risk Assessments

Fire Strategies

Fire Safety Design Summary

Bespoke designed systems to prevent the build-up and
spread of hot fire gases and thereby control fire spread.
Bespoke fire engineered designs to meet the
requirements of performance based building codes.
Designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of building
designs in relation to fire safety.

Fire Escape Designs

Demonstrate that all occupants can make a safe escape
in the event of a fire.

The use of computer modelling to predict the movement
of smoke and fire gases within a building.
Provided to architects or project managers as part of the
handing over process for buildings.
Complete the required summary in accordance with
regulation 41 of the Building (Procedure) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004.

Review of Design Fire Safety

Fixed fee review of designs for compliance with building
regulations and fire safety legislation.

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life

History
Archives

From Our Archive
with Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS

The architecture profession is no stranger to tumult. Seven decades ago RIAS archives report that members
were keenly aware of the expanding range of ‘experts’ carving new roles within architecture and civic
design as the “science” of town planning reached adolescence.
Forewarned perhaps, but it seems that our post war profession was either unable or unwilling to heed
early warnings flagged in Quarterly no. 75 in February 1949. The hypothetical threat at that time of planning
becoming “mechanistic” was only too real by 1994 when Richard Murphy identified the ‘checklist approach’
to architectural composition as providing “tedious and mean-spirited architecture”.
By 2017, while responding to an archive item on modernism, Professor James Stevens Curl unequivocally
blames “the dystopian fantasies of Le Corbusier and his dim-witted British disciples” for our “battered urban
fabric”.

Seventy years ago

oped into the all-embracing science of regional plan-

‘Creative Planning and the Architect’

ning. The architects, who helped to start it all, now

By R J Gardner-Medwin. Extract from lecture to EAA

find themselves surrounded by engineers, surveyors,

Quarterly no. 75 February 1949

sociologists, economists, geographers, lawyers, statisticians – and administrative officials. It may seem to

Architects have played a prominent part in shaping

some of us architect-planners (off-springs of Craig and

our town and country planning legislation and the

Adam and Nash) have invented a monster machine

technique on which it is based. Architect planners in

destined to overpower us if we don’t watch out. The

pioneer surveys and plans have demonstrated the pos-

famous epitaph, composed in the early days of plan-

sibilities of technical teamwork. It is largely through

ning science, may sound still more appropriate today:

their efforts (for architects are the largest and most
vociferous element in the Town Planning Institute!)

Here lies the art of

that the scope of planning has now increased enor-

CIVIC DESIGN

mously, and with it the range of technicians taking

Slain by the science of

part in it. The early intuitive principles of town plan-

TOWN PLANNING.

ning – which began as an extension of the principles

56

of architecture – have become progressively more

The real danger is that the physical application

scientific and sociological; and today they have devel-

of planning will become mechanistic: that we shall
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have correct but uninspired solutions; that the crea-

if any more brand-new facsimile “historic buildings”

tive element will disappear. That will depend on our

are constructed. How long before our city is more fake

profession. We architects have a mighty responsibility

than real?

in the interpretation of the new planning charter. It is

“Blend in” or “building in keeping” are commonly

a charter which opens up new realms of architectur-

heard touchstones. The theory runs that, if the build-

al expression – provided the influence of enlightened

ing is faced in stone or stone coloured brickwork, if

architecture prevails. By our wisdom and accomplish-

slates are put on the roof and vertically proportioned

ment, we must show that when it comes to the design

windows line the facade, then the new will become

of central areas, civic centres, industrial estates, new

imperceptible and disappear into the fabric (would

towns and neighbourhoods, the architect should be

that it did!).
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The checklist approach to architectural composi-

Scotland has been slow to develop a contempo-

tion produces deeply tedious and mean-spirited archi-

rary, non-imitative architectural expression. But here

tecture, and as individual examples start to join up we

and there we can detect signs of a new spirit emerg-

will get entire streets where the buildings have noth-

ing; and if building controls cease before the young

ing to “blend in” with but themselves. For “blend”

generation of architects grows old, we are likely to wit-

read “bland”.

ness as lively a spirit of design as is to be found today in

The more I see and the more I draw, the more

Switzerland and Scandinavia – albeit with the rugged

convinced I become that the way to make history vivid

quality of the Scottish Character…I hope we shall not

is by carefully contrived contrasts that understand the

see a self-conscious seeking after contemporary Scot-

nature of the place but create buildings which have

tish expression of it. I believe this is something which

the integrity of our own times.

should be allowed to develop subconsciously, not unnaturally forced into being. If Scottish architects learn

One year ago

to excel in the new technique of design, the Scottish

‘Title of Article’

character will surely emerge in their buildings, rug-

Prof James Stevens Curl FRIAS

ged and individual. And there will be no more need

Quarterly no 32 Winter 2017

for turrets.
The dreary effusions of Fry, (Edwin Maxwell Fry 1899-

Twenty-five years ago

1987) with their call to arms (totalitarians always ’de-

‘Contemporary Architecture’

mand’, “call to arms”, and shout slogans) are salutary

By Richard Murphy

reminders of the enormous damage he and other dis-

Prospect issue 51 spring 1994

ciples of that old Fascist ’Le Corbusier’ did to our towns
and cities after 1945.

One of the most intriguing problems facing architects

Fry rabbited on about ‘beauty’, ‘purity’, ‘richness’,

today is that of designing new things in old places. My

and ‘delight’, but he had no clue as to what they

academic studies have focussed on the work of the

meant: all he gave us were staccato slogans in the

great Venetian, Carlo Scarpa. Probably more than any

manner of the false Messiah, Le Corbusier. “Think no

other great twentieth century architect he showed us

more of the Georgian Street” he commanded: Edin-

how to respect history but at the same time to act as

burgh New Town was almost completely destroyed

agents for its continuity rather than for its mere pres-

thanks to nonsense like that.

ervation.

Perhaps if we looked more to Georgian precedents

In Edinburgh since the retreat of the twin mad-

than to the dystopian fantasies of Le Corbusier and his

nesses of comprehensive redevelopment and motor-

dim-witted British disciples, the battered urban fabric

way mania, we have sought refuge in policies which

of these islands would look rather better than it does

avoid the real question. We have had successively

today, with vast uninhabitable areas of squalor and

“conservation”, “facade retention”, “re-creation” and

failed panaceas which were nothing of the sort.

general “blend in”. The numerous examples of facade

For this monumental blunder by the followers, not

retention reduce architecture to two-dimensional

of a rational solution, but of a brainless pseudo-reli-

wallpapering and reduce our belief in the veracity of

gious cult, the architectural profession has much to

“real” historic buildings. The same thing will happen

answer.
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Supporting the Creation
of Quality Places
Introducing Ann Allen, New Chair of Architecture and Design Scotland
Ann Allen was appointed Chair of Architecture and Design Scotland in October 2018. In her
day job as Executive Director of Estates and Commercial Services at Glasgow University she is
overseeing a £1billion investment in the campus. In this article Ann introduces herself to the
RIAS membership and sets out how she hopes Architecture and Design Scotland will continue to
work alongside and support the architectural profession.

“Following the announcement of my ap-

I am not a designer or an architect – I

help do that. What I will say is that for me

pointment I have been overwhelmed by

am a chartered surveyor. Throughout my

the test of our procurement systems is the

the number of people who have contact-

career I have had to ensure that invest-

extent to which they deliver for the client

ed me and shown interest in A&DS. This

ment in the built environment delivers

and, most importantly, the users of our

bodes well for the future. It will widen the

some form of return and that it always

new buildings, spaces and places.

organisation’s network and build on our

adds value. Adding value may be mone-

To do this, it is fundamentally impor-

existing very strong foundations.

tary or economic growth, however it can

tant that the users voice guides the pro-

I believe that I am taking on this role

also be social benefit. At a time when there

cess and we absolutely see the need to

at a very interesting time for the built en-

is ongoing investment in our schools, hos-

involve users at the earliest stage of pro-

vironment in Scotland as we see the emer-

pitals and other public buildings it will be

ject development – well-before we seek

gence of a new planning system and a

important to show how good design and

to engage designers or contractors. If we

continuing debate on quality in the built

architecture is essential to realising these

get this right – and there are examples of

environment.”

benefits.”

where we do – I believe it is much more
likely that the completed project will de-

Q. How do you think we can better pro-

Q. Does the way we currently procure

liver value and provide the kind of envi-

mote the value of design?

encourage good design and support

ronment that supports the user. As part

the delivery of the best buildings and

of this I am therefore clear of the need to

places?

involve design expertise at the right stage

A. “I see an industry-wide debate evolving
on quality – in terms of design, buildabili-

and to ensure this is valued and under-

ty and construction. We should all engage

A. “Procurement is clearly an issue for

stood by all involved – clients, funders and

in this, as it is at the heart of how we deliv-

everyone involved in developing and de-

contractors alike. These are the messages I

er a built environment which has longev-

livering projects and, like any complex,

will be sharing with our partners in gov-

ity, can leave a legacy and one that adds

multi-faceted system, there are lots of

ernment, local authorities and beyond.”

value to our communities.

lessons to learn and I absolutely intend to
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Q. Does good design need a good
client?
A. “I strongly believe in the concept of being a “good client”. Since my appointment
as Director of Estates at the University
of Glasgow I hope we have started to be
recognised as a client design teams want
to work with. I have been focused on the
concept of a “good client” simply as I believe it is critical in creating good designs
and a built environment with longevity
which serves the needs of the community and the occupiers. Design is not simply
the responsibility of the master-planner or
architect; design should be a team effort
and central to the team is the client.
I am passionate about the importance
of great design, I also believe that the
client is essential in the design process.
It was for this reason I was delighted to
join Architecture and Design Scotland as
their new Chair. This is the first time that
“a client” and not an architect has held
this position. I hope that through this role
there will be opportunities to continue the
debate on the role of the client and to support greater engagement of all stakeholders in shaping the environment in which
the live and work.”
this case, it has left a legacy for the local

“I am passionate about the

Q. How will A&DS work together with

population in the area of Venice where it

importance of great design, I also

the architectural profession?

was presented. It also gives us a platform

believe that the client is essential in

to demonstrate the vibrant contribution

the design process. ”

A. “My first function as Chair was to speak

of architects from Scotland on an interna-

at the opening of the Happenstance exhi-

tional stage.

bition in Edinburgh. The Happenstance

Over the next few months I want to

was Scotland’s contribution to the archi-

meet as many colleagues, supporters and

tecture exhibition at La Biennale di Ven-

champions as possible, as well as those

ezia in 2018. The Happenstance project is

who are yet to appreciate the role of A&DS.

a fantastic example of a small investment

I want to work with the architectural pro-

making a huge impact and where archi-

fession to champion great design and

tects and artists work together to bring

place making across Scotland.”

people together. It shows how creative de-

Ann Allen

sign can add value to communities and in

Chair, Architecture and Design Scotland
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Designed in Norway
Windows and doors made from timber exclusively sourced from sustainable forests. Built by precision
robots and skilled operators. The timber is pressure treated, painted and then clad in state-of-the-art
powder coated aluminium, resulting in a product with a 60-year life expectancy. We take great pride
in controlling every aspect of the production ourselves because we know there aren’t any shortcuts
when it comes to quality.

60-year life expectancy

www.nordan.co.uk

low maintenance

safety and security

energy efficient

NorDan Livingston (Head Office)
Tel: 01506 433 173

NorDan Aberdeen

Tel: 01224 854 600
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Potential of Timber:

Exhibition Celebrates Award-Winning
14 January –
3 April 2019,
Level 2,
The Lighthouse,
11 Mitchell Lane,
Glasgow
G1 3NU

Left
Bath Street Collective
Custom Build – John Kinsley
Architects
© John Reiach

The Best Use of Timber Awards 2018 exhi-

of project – from small to large and from

The Shortlisted Projects

bition showcases the winning and short-

domestic to commercial, the challenge is

The exhibition also features the shortlist-

listed entries to the annual RIAS Awards

to show how suited the use of timber is to

ed projects – ranging from visitor centres,

scheme. Forestry Commission Scotland

the development of new architecture in

a large support centre through to residen-

and Wood for Good combined to sponsor

Scotland.

tial projects: The Black Shed, Residential,
(Isle of Skye) – Mary Arnold-Forster Archi-

this award. The exhibition, curated by Architecture and Design Scotland, will run

Winning Project: Bath Street Collective

tect; Falls of Shin Visitor Centre, (Achany,

on Level 2, The Lighthouse, Glasgow, from

John Kinsley Architects

Sutherland) – CH Architecture Ltd; The

January 14 to April 3 2019.

This exhibition profiles the winning pro-

Hawkhead Centre, Support Centre for

The award is aimed at encouraging

ject – Bath Street Collective, Portobello,

the War Blinded, (Paisley, Renfrewshire)

innovative and creative use of timber in

Edinburgh. A group of four separate fam-

– Page\Park Architects; Lochside House,

new buildings in Scotland. The exhibition

ilies came together to purchase the site

Residential (Scottish Highlands) – Haysom

features the winning and shortlisted pro-

and build a small tenement block with

Ward Miller Architects.

jects, demonstrated through photography

a bespoke flat for each owner. When the

and models. The exhibition is housed in a

families started meeting to discuss their

Materials Library Digital Resource

portable structure designed by McGinlay

plans, one of the key topics of conversa-

Architecture and Design Scotland hosts a

Bell Architects – a move aimed at show-

tion was how ‘green’ they wanted the

library of sustainable building materials

casing Scottish design talent and the crea-

building to be. The collective arrived at

on Level 2 at The Lighthouse. For the past

tive use of timber.

a brief that called for the building to be

year all the resources of the Materials Li-

designed to Passivhaus equivalent stand-

brary are now available online. The online

Architectural Excellence

ards of energy efficiency. It was also ap-

resource will interest construction profes-

The award seeks to stimulate greater ap-

parent that embodied energy and the use

sionals, architects, builders, home-own-

preciation of homegrown timber and its

of healthy materials was important. The

ers and students alike and allows users

potential for use in construction. Techni-

group was aware of Cross Laminated Tim-

to browse and compare materials; search

cal competence is of course paramount

ber (CLT) buildings in other parts of the UK

materials by type, origin and use; view

and the design and detail of how the

and felt that their building, a four-storey

case studies, publications and guidance;

timber is used was as much a part of the

tenement, lent itself to that form of con-

and find events, CPD and training. Find

assessment criteria as imagination and

struction.

out more on: Materials.ads.org.uk

overall architectural excellence. There is

Anja Ekelof

no restriction on building type or scale

Architecture and Design Scotland
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The RIAS Roll of Honour:

Honouring those who served
in the Great War
Since the Institute of Scottish Architects (later RIAS) was not created until 1916, it fell to the
individual Chapters to retain a record of members on active duty between 1914 and 1918 and
to suitably honour those who had either fallen in action or later died of their wounds. Now,
following the centenary commemorations on 11 November 2018, a Scotland-wide list has been
compiled with the help of Chapter records and other sources. This is very much a work in
progress.

September 2018 marked the one hundred and fiftieth

until halfway through the war years, and for a consid-

By the close

anniversary of the formation of the Glasgow Institute

erable period thereafter the five Chapters (including,

of war, 1,255

of Architects, in celebration of which the GIA Conser-

from 1916, the Inverness Architectural Association)

RIBA members

vation Committee drew up a timeline of significant

maintained a degree of autonomy that allowed the

had served

Chapter events, using Minute Books and copies of the

activities of individual members to be recorded at a

their country,

GIA Kalendar as source material. Found tucked into

local level. Chapter secretaries could be expected to

and of those,

the Kalendar for 1919-1920 was a closely-typed and

know whose subscriptions were on hold due to war

230 had been

overmarked Roll of Honour listing Fellows, Associ-

service, which practitioners were short-handed due to

killed. As far as

ates and Student Members who had spent some – if

the absence of younger members of staff, and which

the profession

not all – of the war years on active service. With the

architects might be in need of assistance on cessation

in Scotland is

Glasgow Chapter extended to cover Stirling and In-

of hostilities. Furthermore, from September 1914, the

concerned,

verness at the time (as well as Lanarkshire, Ayrshire,

RIBA Journal carried monthly lists of architect mem-

however, this

Dumfriesshire, and Argyll and the Isles), the list was

bers on active duty, so removing the need for Rutland

is only a small

extensive, but by no means exhaustive. It did, howev-

Square to keep such a record.

part of the story,

er, record in careful penmanship those members who
had been killed in action or had died of wounds.

By the close of war, 1,255 RIBA members had

since significant

served their country, and of those, 230 had been killed.

numbers of

The Minute Books revealed that a War Memorial

As far as the profession in Scotland is concerned, how-

architects

had been designed for exhibition in the Institute’s

ever, this is only a small part of the story, since signifi-

practising in

rooms at 39 Elmbank Crescent – rooms that had been

cant numbers of architects practising in Scotland were

Scotland were

relinquished briefly to the Ministry of Munitions in

not members of RIBA. Of the nine GIA members who

not members of

1916, but which served GIA as library and offices until

died during the war, only three – Balfour Abercrom-

RIBA.

relocation to 162 Renfrew Street in 1931. Leasing the

bie, James Bennett, and Alexander Wingate – appear

townhouse there from Glasgow School of Art until

on the War Memorial unveiled in 1922 at RIBA Head-

1949, GIA displayed the memorial prominently, but

quarters at 9 Conduit Street in London. Similarly, of the

was compelled to place it in storage once the lease

twenty-one names inscribed on the Edinburgh Archi-

expired. It is now clear that it has since been lost, the

tectural Association’s War Memorial (mounted above

chronic carelessness of which set in motion an initia-

a second floor fireplace at 15 Rutland Square), only

tive to compile a definitive Roll of Honour for archi-

four appear to have been RIBA members. These were

tects across Scotland in time for the centenary com-

William Beattie-Brown, John Craigie Bone, Archibald A

memorations on 11 November 2018.

MacPherson and Ernest Petch.

That the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scot-

Recent research on behalf of the various Chapters

land lacks a Roll of Honour is unsurprising; after all,

has been complicated by storage of archive materi-

the Institute of Scottish Architects was not created

al: the Dundee Institute of Architects has lodged its
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Right
Cenotaph, Glasgow
© Eunice Valerie Lim

records with Dundee University, and the Inverness Ar-

RIBA) can be found on the War Graves database, the

chitectural Association (whose Minute Books begin at

entry revealing that he died at age 23, served with the

1928) deposited some of its papers with the Highland

2nd Dragoons (Royal Scots Greys), and was a native of

Archive Centre. Only the two central belt Chapters ap-

Roslin. Using this information, Dewar’s exploits can be

pear to have compiled formal Rolls of Honour that are

further traced to the pages of the Edinburgh Gazette

easily accessed. And so, dogged cross-referencing of

and Midlothian Advertiser (both of which reported

member lists from the earliest Kalendar of the Institute

that he had been awarded the Distinguished Conduct

of Scottish Architects (1921-1922) against the online Dic-

Medal), and by way of The Scottish Military Research

tionary of Scottish Architects has been required in order

Group, it can be established that his name is engraved

to create some semblance of a list.

on the War Memorial at Roslin United Free Church.

A number of sources have been invaluable in both

Not only did the RIBA Journal carry information

infilling gaps and providing additional information.

on members in service, but its pages also recorded

The Glasgow School of Art Digital Archives holds a

when non-member architects and apprentices signed

number of images of the GSA WW1 Roll of Honour,

up. From time to time, a feature on architects’ sons

along with a list of members of staff and students who

would appear. These short entries tended to simply

“The name

served with the Allied Armies. Extensive research has

list names and regiments, but this allows for a de-

‘Artist’ is a

produced biographies for most of the entries, and on

gree of further investigation, since Scottish architects

magic word:

this memorial can be found the names of a number of

generally served in the Royal Engineers, Argyll and

it is the ‘open

School of Art alumni who went on to join GIA. Here,

Sutherland Highlanders, Royal Scots Fusiliers, Gordon

sesame’ to

also, can be found the name of renowned stained glass

Highlanders and so on, not to mention the intriguing-

many a military

artist Alfred Alexander Webster, who studied drawing

ly-named Artists Rifles, champions in bayonet fight-

door that would

and painting, architecture, and sculpture at GSA; was

ing, and (according to T Harold Hughes, who enlisted

otherwise be

a member of Glasgow University’s Officers Training

with them) the finest of the Territorial Corps. Writing

closed… their

Corps; served with the 1st Battalion Gordon Highland-

in the RIBA Journal of 25 September 1915, Hughes not-

men will follow

ers, and who died at Étaples on 24 August 1915. Web-

ed, “The name ‘Artist’ is a magic word: it is the ‘open

them anywhere,

ster’s grandson is, of course, the current President of

sesame’ to many a military door that would otherwise

for an Artist

RIAS.

be closed… their men will follow them anywhere, for

appreciates

The Commonwealth War Graves Commission and

an Artist appreciates a soldier’s difficulties and knows

a soldier’s

Scottish National War Memorial databases allow war

difficulties and

dead to be traced online provided a surname and ei-

As soon as notified, and once sufficient infor-

knows exactly

ther regiment or date of death are known. Robert J

mation became available, the RIBA Journal featured

what he has to

Dewar, whose name appears on the EAA Memorial

short obituaries, as did The Builder. Additionally, from

endure.”

(but who does not appear to have been a member of

June 1915 until late 1920 the RIBA Journal included
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photographic portraits of members who had been

later his younger brother Gilbert Marshall Mackenzie,

“Many did

killed, although in the case of Ernest Petch of Edin-

who was killed in action at Mesopotamia on 21 April

return, of

burgh, it was almost eighteen months from his death

1916.

course, a
number with

before his portrait appeared, since he had been posted

But what of those who died? It is clear that dis-

as missing until it later became apparent that he had

tinguished careers awaited many of them, and that

distinguished

been buried by his comrades immediately after dying

is the most profoundly sobering aspect of an exercise

war records

on 28 June 1915.

such as this. Had he lived, Gilbert Marshall Mackenzie

and who

Detailed research – for which there has not yet

might have turned around the fortunes of his family’s

would go on to

been time – will reveal more information on those

London branch office. James Bennett, winner of the Al-

have equally

architects, their affiliates, and colleagues across Scot-

exander Thomson Travelling Studentship in 1912 and

distinguished

land who served during the Great War, and many

an RIBA Silver Medallist in 1914 served with the Royal

architectural

of whom died. For the meantime, the Dictionary of

Engineers and died at the age of 30 before properly

careers…”

Scottish Architects is the best source of information,

realising his potential. Alexander Wingate, who had

although some of the entries make for grim reading.

worked in the offices of John Burnet and Son and Ar-

All three of Edinburgh architect George Washington

thur Beresford Pite (who described him as “the picture

Browne’s sons died during the war; Graham Hender-

of a weather-beaten modern Highland warrior”) had

son survived to enter into partnership with John Kep-

been third-placed in the competition for the Stirling

pie, but lost the use of his right arm and had to learn

Municipal Buildings, and undoubtedly had an inter-

how to draw left-handed; Alfred Lochhead, while on

esting career ahead of him. But saddest of all is the

active service in France, arranged to meet Eugène

list of students who died, those whose names do not

Bourdon, Director of the Glasgow School of Architec-

appear in the Dictionary of Scottish Architects since

ture, but arrived at the rendezvous point to find that

their contribution to the profession of architecture

his good friend had been killed earlier; and Thomas

had barely begun to register – young apprentice archi-

Lunan, partner of H E Clifford, was so broken by his

tects such as John MacKenzie Geddes, aged 22, record-

experience of war that he was unable to constructive-

ed by the Commonwealth War Graves Commission as

ly contribute to the practice on his return from active

studying in Edinburgh, and 18-year-old Gordon Scott

service.

Ferguson, a pupil of W Erskine Thomson of Perth, who

Many did return, of course, a number with distin-

served in the 1/1st Scottish Horse and died at Gallipoli

guished war records and who would go on to have

on 07 October 1915. Who knows what might have been

equally distinguished architectural careers – the

achieved by 19-year-old William John Lowrie of Inver-

aforementioned T Harold Hughes for one, Reginald

ness, who was sufficiently committed to the pursuit

Fairlie, A G Heiton of Perth, and Colonel J Maurice Ar-

of a career in architecture that he became a student

thur from Airdrie, who won the competition to design

member of RIBA, but died instead with the 5th Sea-

the War Memorial in his own town in 1922. Many and

forth Highlanders less than one month before the war

varied are the memorials designed by Scottish archi-

ended.

tects in the aftermath of the Great War, their contribu-

The list published is very much a work in progress.

tions fuelled by their determination to properly com-

If it seems weighted in favour of the west coast that is

memorate those who had fallen. And so, Alexander N

simply because the archives of GIA are readily avail-

Paterson, who designed at least twenty-five such me-

able and the Chapter once covered Stirlingshire and

morials, was able to pay homage to the life of young

Inverness. Obviously, further research is required in

architecture student Arthur Leslie Hamilton, his wife’s

order to establish a more accurate record of serving

nephew (and son of artist James Whitelaw Hamilton)

architects during the period, and – more importantly

in his design for the Helensburgh War Memorial in

– an accurate list of those who gave their lives. Pres-

1922. Even more poignantly, Alexander Marshall Mac-

ently, at least 277 architects with links to Scotland are

kenzie and his son A G R Mackenzie were awarded the

known to have served in the Great War, and at least 62

commission to design Aberdeen’s War Memorial and

were killed in action or died from wounds. Already, the

Cowdray Hall as an extension to their Art Gallery and

number that fall into the latter category is too awful to

School of Art in 1923: a fitting memorial to the loss sus-

contemplate, as is the fact that there is not yet a single

tained by this architectural dynasty during the Great

memorial that pays tribute to their sacrifice.

War, where A G R Mackenzie lost a leg in late 1914 and

Fiona Sinclair FRIAS and Les Hutt FRIAS RIBA
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The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland

Roll of Honour
1914 – 1919

The people listed were killed in action or died of their wounds.

A full list of all
those who
served will
be shown
on the new
RIAS website
and updated
as ongoing
research
extends this
list.

Fellows

2nd Lieutenant Walter J Bennett (Blairgowrie)

W B Geddes (Edinburgh)

Captain Professor Eugene Bourdon (Glasgow)

2nd Lieutenant Arthur D Hamilton (Glasgow)

Lieutenant David Arthur Carmichael RIBA (Glasgow)

Captain Gilbert Marshall MacKenzie RIBA (Aberdeen)

Lieutenant Stewart Phyn Crombie (Glasgow)

Lance Corporal George Ramsay Thomson (Dumfries)

W A Douglas (Edinburgh)
Gordon Scott Ferguson (Coupar Angus)

Associates

Lieutenant James B Galloway (Glasgow)

Balfour Abercrombie RIBA (Glasgow)

Major James M W Halley RIBA (London)

Staff Captain William Beattie-Brown RIBA (Edinburgh)

Lieutenant Arthur Leslie Hamilton (Helensburgh)

2nd Lieutenant John C Bone RIBA (Edinburgh)

Lieutenant Robert Harvie (Canada)

2nd Lieutenant James L Brough (Edinburgh)

J Hayes (Edinburgh)

2nd Lieutenant Robert Johnman Dewar (Roslin)

Lieutenant William F Ireland (Glasgow)

J Duncan (Edinburgh)

Frank Deane Lawrence (Edinburgh/Canada)

J Ferrier (Edinburgh)

Captain Allan J Lawrie (Glasgow)

Lieutenant James L H Fraser (Bridge of Allan)

George M Livingstone (Stirling)

Lieutenant Herbert F Gammie (Edinburgh)

William J Lowrie RIBA (Inverness)

Gunner John MacKenzie Geddes (Edinburgh)

2nd Lieutenant James Monteith McLean RIBA (Paisley)

D Heron (Edinburgh)

Lance Corporal John McGirr (Blantyre)

E King (Edinburgh)

Donald C McLeod (Glasgow)

Captain J L Lawrence (Edinburgh)

Edward McKinlay (Campbelltown)

Archibald A MacPherson RIBA (Edinburgh)

Andrew R McWilliam (Glasgow)

2nd Lieutenant Andrew Lindsay Miller (Glasgow)

James Millen (Glasgow)

2nd Lieutenant John Sydney Morton (Edinburgh)

2nd Lieutenant Robert Milree (Glasgow)

Ernest Scott Petch (Edinburgh)

2nd Lieutenant Gordon Mitchell (Stirlingshire)

2nd Lieutenant Donald John Petrie (West Lothian)

Lieutenant William Mollison (Glasgow)

2nd Lieutenant Alexander Wingate RIBA (Glasgow)

James Melville Moncur (Edinburgh)
Lieutenant George Morton (Glasgow)

Student Members

Ronald Gordon Murray (Glasgow)

2nd Lieutenant James Bennett RIBA (Glasgow)

Gilbert A Ramsay (Toynbee)

2nd Lieutenant John Jamieson Carswell (Glasgow)

John D Sharp (Glasgow)

Lieutenant Charles Cleland Harvey (Glasgow)

David Stark (Glasgow)

2nd Lieutenant William P Scott (Giffnock)

2nd Lieutenant Robert H Taylor (Glasgow)
Lieutenant Duncan T Thomson (Glasgow)

Affiliates and Colleagues

Lieutenant Alfred A Webster (Glasgow)

2nd Lieutenant Andrew Danskine Aitken RIBA

2nd Lieutenant David C Woodside (Glasgow)

(Airdrie)
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Q&A
Graham Ross FRIAS RIBA of Austin-Smith:Lord interviews Peter McCaughey, Lead Artist at
WAVEparticle, who led Scotland’s contribution to the Venice Architectural Biennale in 2018

Q. Could you explain the background

about the town, that are surprising and

objects. This required access to basements

to WAVEparticle; your philosophy and

revealing, celebrating how any place is a

across the city – 36 sites, including banks

approach in arts practice and key pro-

Venn diagram of overlaps and shared his-

vaults, cinemas basements, undercrofts of

jects that best reflect this?

tory. The work aimed to connect the town

derelict buildings, restaurants, pubs and

to itself, to its surrounding areas and to its

jewellery shops. All were accessed and

A. “WAVEparticle is an artist-led organisa-

residents’ influence upon the world. The

activated, often involving complex ne-

tion set up to explore the opportunities for

Outdoor Museum proudly displays a collec-

gotiations with hosts. Unannounced, the

integrating art and artists into the world

tion of reproductions of treasured objects,

work appeared without warning, street by

beyond the confines of the gallery and

of local, national and international signif-

street and then stopped after two weeks.

museum, and in ‘discussion’ with certain

icance, brought forward or nominated by

A wilful disruption of the day-to-day. The

dominant traditions of 20th century fine

local residents and organisations in the

work engendered a sense of playful curi-

art, traditions rather allergic to the idea of

town. The project prepared the plinths

osity and broke up habituated patterns of

function. We explore the contested role of

for over 100 other additions, and this year

behaviour as people stopped, intrigued.

the artist as a contributor to the processes

sees a new set of additions organised by

It was essential for success that the work

of building and rebuilding places. I’m in-

the townsfolk themselves.

was unexpected, that it worked in the lim-

terested in how things function. How we

If the Outdoor Museum celebrates tac-

fix things. And how we stop some things

tics of engagement and permissioned, ne-

in their tracks.

inal spaces between the ordered and the
chaotic, the familiar and the unfamiliar.

gotiated practice at one end of the spec-

These days WAVEparticle regularly

The philosophy is best explained

trum, we also explore intervention and

collaborates with others to produce new

through a few projects. The Outdoor Muse-

cultural hijack as tools to open up encoun-

processes, events and objects focussed on

um, Helensburgh (2015), delivered in part-

ters around liminal thresholds at in-be-

re-thinking how the places we live in, and

nership with architects Austin-Smith:Lord,

tween times. Sites to date have included

the systems that regulate our lives, move

responded to the decision that over one

city underpasses, a cinema due for closure

to a more creative, connective model.

hundred bollards were to be placed

and, in transition, a set of tower blocks at

The interventions, like Borrowed Light,

around the town square as part of the cre-

the time of demolition and the space be-

have been joined by negotiated, brokered

ation of a shared surface – we transformed

tween trailers in mainstream cinema.

processes, often within the system – re-

bollards into plinths. Local dialogue, ex-

An early example of this, The Festival

gional government, council bodies, as a

pertise and input were a cornerstone of

of Borrowed Light (1996), with artist Ste-

regular team member with architectural

the project. Over a two-year period, we or-

phen Skrynka, activated the underside

practices like Austin-Smith:Lord and in

ganised a series of lively, convivial days to

of Victorian glass paving lights across

long-term relationships with local com-

invite local people to be a part of it all, and

Glasgow, using light-switching systems,

munity groups.

to gather together artefacts and stories

projected images, sound and embedded
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“Academically,
culturally,
bureaucratically, we still
seem to
disregard
the local as a
centre of value,
knowledge and
expertise.”

Right
Film screening at The
Happenstance, Venice
Biennale
© Graham Ross

Happenstance, Scotland’s contribution to

announced as Freespace, several friends,

Q. You describe The Happenstance (Scot-

the 16th International Architecture Ex-

who know my practice well, got in touch

land + Venice) as being ‘loved locally,

hibition, Venice 2018. We responded to

and said, apply! So, I’m not an architect,

lauded internationally’. It has had a

Grafton Architects theme of Freespace by

not a curator, not Scottish, but apply! OK.

very positive reception. What are the

building a freespace. We didn’t illustrate

Freespace.

essential outcomes from that project
that you think will inform future prac-

ideas about Freespace, didn’t make an

In framing the theme of the 2018 Ar-

exhibition about freespace – we made a

chitecture Biennale, Grafton Architects

freespace in the garden, at the heart of

took an inspirational approach that should

Palazzo Zenobio – inviting all-comers to

have acted as a purge of the moribund as-

A. “Loved locally, lauded international-

build new possibilities together for the

pects of the pavilion-dominated Biennale

ly – what a combination that is. That is a

freedoms we urgently need to claim – fo-

culture. The challenge to the field was

primary outcome and informs a desire,

cusing on the event nature of live situa-

clear – address the agency of architecture,

for evermore, to make something that can

tions and exploring how we can intervene

at a time of aggression upon our freedoms,

resonate in that way again. Why is that

in our own lives and the circumstances

privatisation of our land, and regulation of

so difficult? Perhaps because of artificial

that shape us. The Happenstance encour-

our rights as citizens to move across bor-

separation between the local and the in-

aged everyone into a vital relationship

ders, and through, the spaces at the edges

ternational – which I have to testify is re-

with the built environment, using play as

of our architecture. What could Freespace

inforced by the cultural officers of the Ven-

an active agent within the process of re-

look like? How would Venice respond if

ice Biennale, who actively barred us from

thinking and reclaiming Freespace.

you built one?

listing the local aspects of our programme

tice?

You could say WAVE is responsible

I assembled a team of artists and ar-

and professional; particle is underground

chitects whose practice spoke to these

and playful. In theory, WAVE exists to sup-

concerns. In Scotland, we layered this by

Academically, culturally, bureaucrati-

port particle, but I sometimes suspect that

building one cornerstone of the project

cally, we still seem to disregard the local

the really interesting dynamic is the other

around the Year of Young People – every-

as a centre of value, knowledge and exper-

way around.”

one on the team had made extraordinary,

tise. Everywhere I go, I assume that where

playful work with young people. We laid

I am is where it’s at. Everything I need will

Q. How did an Irish artist come to lead

out a very ambitious approach at the in-

be there and, if you bother to look, the

Scotland’s contribution to the Venice

terview with commissioners, Architecture

most amazing things will be going on.

Architecture Biennale in 2018?

and Design Scotland and the Scotland +

This in fact was a primary rule of The

Venice partnership, and when I look back,

Happenstance – our sense of freespace –

A. (Laughs) “When the theme of this

we exceeded everything that we claimed

the next person who comes into the gar-

year’s Architecture Biennale in Venice was

we might do.”

den at Palazzo Zenobio becomes the most
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important person in the Garden. This goes

population of 170,000 in the 1920s has de-

agent between spaces, communities and

with our other manifesto, the art of the

creased to below 50,000 – with the nega-

specialisms. In-betweening, negotiating,

serendipiter – Expect To Be Lucky. How-

tive aspects of privatisation, tourism, the

provoking, mending. Peace and reconcil-

ever, the degree to which this oscillated

Grand Navi and, I have to say, in the eyes

iation theory is in my mind all the time,

was at times uncanny, so much so, that I

of many Venetians, the Biennale culture.

and the need to help the individual, stu-

began to refer to the Garden of Zenobio as

This is what Giovanni Andrea Martini,

dent, or community to connect to them-

the Garden of Epiphanies.

President of the Venice Municipality, said

selves.”

I think we will take these simple tools

about The Happenstance on the second

with us wherever we go now, and oth-

last day of the Biennale, ‘Tomorrow is the

Q. Inspirations. What, who and/or

er similar simple principles, like the rule

closing day of the beautiful sharing expe-

where inspires you in your art prac-

when we go somewhere – find a cultural

rience between Scotland, with the tireless,

tice? And why?

connector, find another one, are they al-

inspirational Peter McCaughey, and Venice.

ready connected? No. Connect them. Hey

It has been intense months where, since the

A. “Benjamin’s flâneur, leisured, pleas-

Presto! Already a more resilient infrastruc-

opening of the pavilion at CA ’Zenobio, the

ured, and peripatetic, seemed, and seems,

ture. Connecting Cultural Connectors.

interaction between artists and citizens has

all the more important in the encroach-

I spoke often to the many architects

been addictive, sparkling. Scotland hosted in

ing battle over the privatisation of public

and architecture students who came to

the garden of CA ’Zenobio... the entire city:

space. A significant part of my thinking

our space and encouraged them to think

citizens, associations, children, students,

is concentrated on the inner-city, and

about Architecture Plus (or as I began

etc. And unforgettable deckchairs to enjoy

the critique of the situationists resonates

to call it the architecture in the expand-

outdoor cinema. And tomorrow we recover

powerfully – from them I borrowed a

ed field – in direct homage to Rosalind

the threads of a beautiful relationship weav-

number of tools, including the dérive and

Krauss). Without blowing too much smoke

ing’.”

détournement (Guy Debord). The erasure

up their ass, nor this readership’s, I have to

of the commons and the attacks by suc-

say I find architects have amazing brains

Q. As a practitioner and educator,

cessive right-wing governments on the

– creative and mathematical at the same

you’ve explored the interplay between

idea of community has been countered in

time. It’s then not such a stretch to ask for

art, architecture, place and communi-

Scotland, and elsewhere, by inspiring ide-

more, for an understanding that resilient

ty for several decades. What have these

as and tools around the devolving of pow-

infrastructure might be your opportunity

explorations revealed?

er, ownership and planning processes that

too, that the performative intervention of

encourage the regrowth of community.

building something across all its phases

A. “That it’s great to work in teams, and

Also inspiring: Erwin Wurm’s one-min-

has huge potential, metaphorically and

the bigger the better! In inner-city envi-

ute sculptures; Allan Kaprow’s art of the

actually, to change the things around it.

ronments, which is my particular focus,

everyday; Artist Placement Group, (Con-

Again, Grafton’s description of the op-

the challenges are significant. I often

text is Half the Work), Latham & Steveni;

portunity to address Freespace is worth

think we are creating a vertical stack of

growing up in Northern Ireland during

reflecting on.

wisdom and brainpower to compensate

the Troubles; the untrammelled play and

I have to say I feel a strong debt of

for the short horizontal of timescale in

inventiveness of children; my very loving

gratitude to the Venetians who overcame

which places emerge or re-emerge. It’s

parents who encouraged free-thinking.

their suspicions of the biennale culture

an artificial, ‘unnatural’ compensation

and embraced The Happenstance, as well

but it’s the best we’ve got when we can

Q. Which artist(s) should architects

as the architectural press who bothered

no longer wait three or four centuries for

study and be aware of, and why?

to come and see a collateral project, miles

a wee place to turn into a big place. We

from the Giardini and Arsenale, and who

trade a million iterations over millennia

A. “Off the top of my head, today, I’d say

understood the importance of not just ‘il-

for rapid prototyping and live testing.

Marc Lombardi, for his ability to map com-

lustrating’ a freespace but activating one.

Inter-play sums it up. We need poets,

plexity in a simple, elegant way; Tatzu Ni-

Palazzo Zenobio, our base for the Scot-

anthropologists, planners and taxi drivers,

shi, for his incredible hijack of civic space

tish Collateral project, is a very special

artists, engineers, business folk and those

(statue works); James Turrell, for building

space, almost sacred ground to the few

alienated by cities to contribute. I deeply

spaces around light; Gordon Matta-Clark,

Armenians left there, who hold the histo-

believe that the knowledge is there to fix

of course, as the seminal anarchitect. That

ry of the place deep within them. Venice,

ourselves, we just need to mine for it. I

fantastic Fluxus card by Yoko Ono: Go to a

like Belfast back in the 1980s, is on fire. A

have no qualms in acting as an external

City, Find an insect… The Harrison Studio
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Right
Helensburgh Public Realm
Courtesy of WAVEparticle
Far right
Borrowed Light, Hutchson
Street, Glasgow
Courtesy of WAVEparticle

(Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Har-

of effective creative collaboration with

A. “To continue to explore new processes

rison), for The Centre for the Study of the

other artists, architects and communi-

around placemaking and collaborations

Force Majeure, that brings together artists,

ties?

across disciplines – 50%.

scientists, engineers, planners, and vision-

To consolidate the tools, we have

aries, to design ecosystem adaptation

A. “Trust. Respect. A sense of playfulness

developed in order to share them – this

works in regions around the world, that

and a desire to share ideas. A Venn

includes mentoring younger artists, to

are nearing critical tipping points due to

diagram-type understanding of mutu-

encourage them down the path we are

planetary warming. Katie Paterson, who,

ality and difference – enjoy the overlaps,

wandering along, a two-way challenge –

in a parallel way, collaborates with scien-

enjoy the differences, if possible, remain

convince more artists to work in this way

tists and researchers across the world, con-

curious about where value lies in a project

and more organisations to value and host

sidering our place on earth in the context

or a process – right through until the end.

this activity – 20%.

of geological time and change.”

Be a leader when needed, facilitator when

To let Particle rip – 20%.

needed, foil, runner or support.

Prison reform, educational reform,

Q. Which architect(s) should artists
study and be aware of, and why?

Within communities, self-organised

land reform – 10%.”

groups and associations sometimes act as
if in competition with each other. If you

Q. What roles can and should art and

A. “Artists – be aware of Diller + Scofidio for

can balance your own aspirations with the

architecture play in Scotland’s future?

their collaboration across disciplines, their

hopes and ambitions of others then you

audacious Blur Building, and the newly

can find the mutuality, this is the Venn di-

A. “Artists and architects positioning

emerging Collection and Research Cen-

agram overlap. Things can be progressed

themselves as in-betweeners, engaging

tre for the V&A (with Austin-Smith:Lord).

in parallel without the rigorous parame-

as ambassadors for ambitious change in

Catch Winy Maas for his inspiring ideas

ters of perfect consensus. I’m interested in

these interesting political times; support-

and visualisations; Zaha Hadid for her

the G8 protests, where a degree of affinity

ing the genuine desire in Scotland for de-

drawing becoming building; Gehry for

allows different groups and individuals,

volved processes, land reform, community

Guggenheim Bilbao and the aspirational

with significantly different interests, to be

centred planning, sustainable energy sys-

idea/myth that architecture by itself can

in the same place, at the same time, point-

tems. To be influential, inspiring and in-

lead meaningful regeneration. The idea/

ing in the same direction. I often suggest

ventive but to do so they need representa-

illusion that the next thing we do can be a

to friends that the model for such collabo-

tion – a city architect for each of our major

transformational project is worth hanging

ration in society needs to be built from un-

Scottish cities, licensed to have vision and

onto. Sneaking in a few outsiders – Patrick

derstanding the ambitions, and ultimately

budgets to go with that. Similarly, art-

Geddes on planning, Thomas Heatherwick

the failings, of the left to organise itself to

ist-in-residence programmes across Scot-

on engineering and DEVO for their… sorry,

fight fascism in the Spanish Civil War.

land, encouraging a culture of creativity

Q. What’s next? What future directions

Graham Ross FRIAS RIBA

Q. Collaboration. Your practice contin-

are you looking to explore with WAVE-

Peter McCaughey

ually collaborates. What is the essence

particle?

I drifted into favourite bands there…”
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Latham

Veneered Panels

With a mixture of contemporary designs
and patterns, we offer the widest range
of high quality veneered stock in the
UK from Europe’s most respected
manufacturing companies.

MDF
From standard, light, moisture
resistant and fire retardant to
exterior, flexible and profiled,
our extensive range of Medium
Density Fibreboard can offer a
solution to any construction or
design requirements.

Live, work
and play...
Decking

As well as a range of durable hardwood
decking, we offer an exciting new
composite decking material that brings
style, functionality and flair to any
outdoor spaces.

Accoya® Modified Wood

Accoya® is a modified timber which is guaranteed
for 50 years above ground and 25 years in ground
or freshwater. Its performance and properties are
remarkable, from joinery for the home to bridges
submerged in water, Accoya long life wood stands
up to every application challenge.

Cladding
With a multi-million pound stock
holding across a wide range of
products, you can be confident
in our ability to satisfy your
cladding requirements.

Birch Plywood

Our range of high quality Birch Plywood is available
with either FSC® or PEFC certification and we have
a comprehensive chain of custody in place to
ensure transparency in the sourcing of all our
timber products.

Solid Surface
The wide variety of colours, its
translucency, its thermoforming
properties and its hard wearing
nature ensure that Solid Surface
stands out in every project,
allowing interior designers the
freedom to develop results
that have no limits.

Performance Door Blanks

We have the widest range of certified timber door blanks
in the country; fire and smoke-rated, high acoustic and
security-tested, blanks with low thermal values, and a
comprehensive PassivHaus certified product offer too.

Decorative Panels

Whether for residential or commercial applications,
with over 500 laminate decors and a massive
collection of melamines, no matter what your
project requirements, we’ll have the solution.

Flexible Products
Flexible sheet materials offer interior
designers a simple and cost effective
method to produce complex, curved
designs, with minimum effort.

Hardwoods

Working in partnership with
our reputable suppliers from
around the World, we maintain
a good and varied stock of
hardwood and we’ve recently
added some really exciting
new species.

We offer RIBA approved
CPDs – contact our depot
at Eurocentral to book a FREE
CPD seminar at your offices

Proud Supporters of

Information and samples can be obtained from James Latham Scotland
Pharos, Brittain Way, Eurocentral, Lanarkshire ML1 4XJ.
Phone: 01698 838777 Fax: 01698 831452
Email: architects.scotland@lathams.co.uk or click on www.lathamtimber.co.uk

CELEBRATING
YEARS

Established more than 260 years ago,
James Latham's extensive range of
panel and timber products enhance
the environments where we all live,
work and play.

JAMES LATHAM

SCOTLAND

I n s u lat io n

Delivering next
level innovation

Thinner tapered roofing solutions.
The Kingspan Thermataper ® TT44-K and Kingspan
Thermataper ® TT47-K roofing systems combine tapered
insulation with a premium performance Kingspan Kooltherm®
packer board. With a thermal conductivity of just 0.018 W/m.K,
Kingspan Kooltherm® allows slim, light constructions to meet
the desired level of thermal performance with confidence.
Typical thickness savings of 20–40mm could be achieved,
dependent on the individual scheme and build–up, when
compared with a full Polyisocyanurate (PIR) system.
Find out more at:
www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk/tapered

Further information on the Kingspan
range is available on:
+44 (0) 1544 387 384
literature@kingspaninsulation.co.uk
www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk
Pembridge, Leominster, Herefordshire HR6 9LA, UK
Kingspan, Kooltherm, Thermataper and the Lion Device are Registered Trademarks
of the Kingspan Group plc in the UK and other countries. All rights reserved.

®

Education
Work Experience

Placements:
Mutually Beneficial for
Practice and Pupil

“Five years ago, I was in high school and

opportunity to be a mentor of sorts; learn-

preparing for an education in architec-

ing how to delegate tasks, explain projects

ture, having known I wanted to pursue

and answer queries is undoubtedly good

it for some time. My assuredness in this

practice for us as we prepare to adopt

decision could be attributed in large part

more senior roles in the future.

to a work experience placement I had

Furthermore, the advanced computer

undertaken three years prior, in a sole

skills of a younger generation can provide

practitioner’s office in my hometown.

a valuable resource for practices needing

“I just wanted to say a massive

This demonstrated to me that I not only

an extra pair of hands to produce work.

thank you for helping me arrange

possessed the necessary skills for the job

Recently we had Holy Rood High School

my work experience with Collective

(or, at least, the beginnings of such), but

student, Lucia Anna Crolla, working in our

Architecture. It truly was an amazing

that I was highly interested in what being

office, who was asked to complete some

experience and has given me a

an architect entailed. I actively sought

3D massing studies in Sketchup for an on-

really great insight into the world of

out further experience in this, during my

going nursery project. Not only did Lucia

architecture.

final year of school, and with two more

find the experience to be insightful and

placements under my belt, I was far better

rewarding, but we also used the work she

experience, such as architecture is

equipped to tackle the challenges ahead.

I took a lot away from this

produced for us going forward. Work ex-

not just designing a building, there

Now, I am grateful to work in a prac-

perience placements are not only mutual-

is much more behind it. The most

tice in which work experience pupils are

ly beneficial for both the practice and the

important thing that I took away

welcomed regularly. Not only do I under-

pupil, but also help to encourage a new

from the experience is that I most

stand how beneficial week-long place-

generation of engaged, excited young ar-

definitely want to continue along the

ments can be for aspiring pupils, but

chitects to come.”

route to becoming an architect.”

especially as a younger member of staff

Caitlin MacLeod

Lucia Anna Crolla

I’ve found great value in being given the

Collective Architecture

Holy Rood RC High School, Edinburgh
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World of Work
Our local primary school – Isla Primary

dren to explore and my Granny’s old draw-

in Angus – asked me to go and speak to

ing tools.

the pupils as part of their “World of Work”

The RIAS very kindly provided each

week in November. During the week-long

child with a RIAS goodie bag to take home

work theme, the children were given an

and I lent one of my children’s favourite

insight into lots of different jobs and heard

books Iggy Peck Architect to the school for

from a farmer, a dancer, a doctor, a fire-

the teacher to read to the younger chil-

fighter, a police dog-handler and an archi-

dren. “World of Work” week was a great

tect amongst others.

success and I really enjoyed being a part

I brought my big iMac with a pic-

of it. Following my school visit, I was sent

ture PowerPoint to tell my story from

a really nice thank you letter from one of

childhood to becoming an architect and

the P7 girls, Camryn.

everything in between. The children were

Ben Scrimgeour RIAS RIBA

great and asked lots of brilliant questions.

The Building Workshop

I also brought a box of models for the chil-

Above
© Collective Architecture

“We are very grateful to the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland who
organised work experience placements
for two of our pupils in Holy Rood RC High
School. The placements provided a unique
and invaluable opportunity to gain a ‘behind the scenes’ insight into the industry.
For these two pupils, this experience has
re-affirmed their decision to pursue a career in architecture and will enable them
to be well placed in making a university
application to pursue their studies. Given
that Developing the Young Workforce is
a key national priority, opportunities like
this allow schools and industry to work
together, forging partnerships which we
hope will benefit many other pupils in the
future.”
Joan Daly, Deputy Head (Curriculum)
Holy Rood RC High School, Edinburgh
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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Down to Earth
RIAS Student Member, Scott McAulay, shares his experience of the Big Straw Bale Gathering at
the Down to Earth project in Swansea last summer

Natural building – especially straw bale construction
– up until now has had a twee stigma associated with
it. Kevin McCloud unintentionally tarred the entire
ecological construction repertoire with one (unfortunately alliterative) brush when he first used the phrase
‘hobbit house’ during that one episode of Grand Designs and this echoes onwards in the architectural
profession’s collective memory. No matter how many
studies demonstrate that there are a multitude of benefits to be enjoyed – in terms of human health, holistic
building performance and minimal negative environmental impacts – by using these materials, they are

Above
© Hawkland Ecological
Construction

regularly dismissed in favour of the familiar and the
mass-produced; the uniform and the standardised;

Left
© Scott McAuley

the sleek and the chemically-polished; the ubiqui-

Opposite page
© Scott McAuley

tous and the oft-toxic. Despite a rapidly deteriorating
climate, we still unrelentingly insist on clinging to
“the way we have always done things”. Optimistically
however, all of that shall change after the release of

by atmospheric lights. The scene was set upon bales

the latest IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

of straw that would eventually find themselves used

Change) Report.

further in workshops over the weekend. There were

In August, I made my way down to the inaugural Big Straw Bale Gathering, hosted by Straw Bale UK

local beers and ciders, warm reunions, enlightening
and exciting conversations before we called it a day.

(SBUK) at the Down to Earth Project in Swansea. Ex-

The gathering’s surroundings are the results of

perience in building with both hempcrete and straw

the Down to Earth Project’s ongoing initiatives to em-

bale construction techniques has gifted me with good

power and rehabilitate individuals in all manners of

friends in the natural building community, so this pre-

circumstances. Whether they be mental health diffi-

sented an excellent opportunity for catching up whilst

culties, settling into a new locale after arriving as a

taking hands-on workshops and seeing presentations

refugee, or to aid in the recovery from a severe injury

from renowned experts about ongoing work; all in the

using the outdoors and the act of building – and they

gorgeous Welsh countryside. Attendees came from a

were breath-taking. Each building on the site was con-

variety of backgrounds: there were renowned natu-

siderately crafted from materials that embody their en-

ral builders by-trade; their own students; researchers;

vironmentally-friendly, healthy ethos: timber frames

aspiring self-builders; architects; technological and

and straw bale walls, finished with clay plasters. Take

social innovators; architectural assistants and design-

the beautiful timber-framed roundhouse for exam-

ers; SEDA directors; and enthusiasts galore. Each was

ple, the product of hundreds of participant-hours, in

welcomed warmly to the gathering, as if they were an

which they learnt to build with natural materials and

old friend.

experienced now-quantified mental health benefits.

On the first night, once everyone had arrived,

Their story is inspiring, and their research brings wel-

catch-ups were shared and introductions were made

come news at a time when traditional health services

over drinks under the cover of an immense tepee; lit

are struggling to cope, and mental wellbeing is finally
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“Kevin McCloud

becoming a normalised aspect of both architectural

a brainstorming session was held using the event’s

unintentionally

and wider public discourse.

themes of “Sowing the inspiration, growing the indus-

tarred the entire

Over the ensuing weekend workshops were run

try and harvesting the knowledge”, as starting points

ecological

including introductions to straw bale building; clay

construction

and straw brick making; detailing airtight window

The Big Straw Bale Gathering served to embold-

repertoire

junctions without using membranes; and clay plas-

en future efforts to affect positive, evidence-driven

with one

tering. Presentations ran concurrently, covering all

change within the construction industry, particularly

(unfortunately

manner of topics: the history of straw bale building;

regarding how we choose materials. And, it shall not

alliterative)

recent developments throughout Europe as part of the

be the last event of its kind. Next year SBUK are set

brush when

ongoing Upstraw initiative; research aiming to breed

to host the European Straw Bale Gathering in the UK

he first used

and grow the ideal crop – Miscanthus – for baling a

on behalf of the European Straw Building Association,

the phrase

standardisable building component; the first U.K. at-

judging by this year, things are set to only get better.

‘hobbit house’

tempt to achieve Living Building Challenge certifica-

As both the stigmatisation and mis-conceptions sur-

during that

tion with Cuerden Valley Park Visitor Centre. Discourse

rounding natural materials is nearing an end, it ap-

one episode of

then extended to the development of straw bale-

pears that we shall soon be able to collectively reap re-

Grand Designs.”

based, Passive House certified, modular affordable

soundingly positive benefits; our built environments,

housing system as part of We Can Make in Bristol from

our collective health and the wider biosphere that we

White Design; and exciting developments regarding

live within.

Community Land Trusts and One Planet Living. A

Scott McAulay

morning of 5-for-5 presentations offered attendees five

Student Representative on the Glasgow Institute of

minutes to talk on any subject of their choosing us-

Architects Sustainability Committee; and Year 5 Masters

ing only five slides as accompaniment and these were

Student at the University of Strathclyde.

for courses of action for SBUK going into the future.

both inclusive and phenomenal. Towards the close,
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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30 years of 57°10
The 57°10 Architecture Society, a name taken from our

the school by bringing its members international, and

geographic location, is the largest and oldest society

at times conflicting, perspectives of the profession of

at the Robert Gordon University; the most northerly

architecture. Inviting not only society members, but

school of architecture in the UK. The society, most ac-

the speakers to reflect upon their own work, creating

claimed for its lecture series, is this year celebrating its

an informal dialogue about wider architectural issues

30th anniversary.

outwith the normal discourse of a studio environment.

57°10, located in Aberdeen, is 540 miles from Lon-

57°10 has brought the likes of Zaha Hadid, David

don; the epicenter of the UK’s major players in archi-

Adjaye and Andrea Deplazes to the North of Scotland;

tecture. Whilst to outsiders this could be perceived as

who all gave honest and in-depth interpretations of

a hindrance, we believe that this peripherality is what

their built work. Speakers that have inspired and con-

makes 57°10 unique. A northern sensibility is encour-

tinue to inspire the future generations of architects.

aged to emerge from the work of the schools students;

57°10 has grown in the diversity of professionals it in-

an affection for the melancholic and a romantic in-

vites, anthropologists, urban planners and contempo-

trospection of what it’s like to be on the peripheral.

rary artists, at all times trying to broaden the range of

Allowing the fleeting climatic conditions and geog-

discussion within the society and therefore the school.

raphy of the north to transcend into architectural ex-

Since its conception, the society has remained ful-

pression. Over the past 30 years 57°10 has sought to

ly student-led with new presidents being elected every

express this remote nature and northern identity of

year to add their own unique take on the ambitions of
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Above
Promotional material for
57°10 events
© 57°10
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Above
Promotional material for
57°10 events
© 57°10

57°10. This year’s presidents, Dale and Hugh, support-

his recent work which included the new visitor centre

ed by a committee of final year students, have taken

in the acclaimed Yorkshire sculpture park.

over the reins and created a celebration of the soci-

Semester 2 promises to continue momentum with

ety’s achievements. With support from the Aberdeen

renowned British and international architects expect-

Society of Architects and the RGU Alumni Foundation,

ed to travel north; including Stirling Prize winner

the society have put together one of the biggest lists

Peter St John and highly acclaimed Canadian archi-

of lectures to date.

tect Brian Mackay-Lyons. The finalised schedule for

The 30th year was kicked off with an emotive talk

the Semester 2 lecture series will be released in Jan-

by Joe Morris in which he talked about his past and

uary – to keep up to date on all lectures and events

current work along with his personal experiences

please visit our website www.5710.co.uk or alterna-

founding his new studio; Morris + Company. This was

tively follow 5710 on Facebook (FiftySevenTenSociety)

followed by the former Turner Prize nominee, Nathan

and Instagram (fiftyseventen). If you would like to

Coley, who presented to a packed audience of artists

know more or have any question please email us at

and architects about his recent art installations across

5710@rguunion.co.uk.

the world. The talk was a refreshing change from the

Chester Kendell

normal discourse of an architecture school. 57°10 then

57°10 Secretary

welcomed Bath and London-based architect, Fergus
Feilden, the 2016 Young Architect of the Year to discuss
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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EAA Award Winners:

A Showcase of the Best

The Edinburgh Architectural Association’s Award Win-

which proposed a large community boat building

ners Showcase on 7th November 2018 brought mem-

workshop in Portobello. The design proposition aimed

bers of the architectural community from professional

to reshape the relationship of the High Street to the sea

and academic backgrounds together to celebrate the

whilst providing facilities for the local community to

best and most exciting new projects from across Edin-

engage in traditional crafts.

burgh (and further afield). For the first time, this event

The next presentation was from John Kinsley (John

was co-hosted by the EAA and the Edinburgh School

Kinsley Architects), whose Bath Street Collective Cus-

of Architecture + Landscape Architecture (ESALA), to

tom Build was winner of the EAA Wood Award. This

embrace the benefits of strong connections between

project demonstrated innovation not only in material

the professional and student communities in architec-

terms (employing prefabricated CLT panels for much

ture.

of the internal and external finishes) but also in ethos;

The line-up of speakers for the evening encom-

the scheme provided residential accommodation for

passed large and small-scale firms and projects in a

a number of families who were involved throughout

wide range of sectors. After a brief introduction, Mark

the design process and who shaped the proposal into

Cousins (ESALA Teaching Fellow) outlined the univer-

a model that suited their requirements.

Above
Bath Street Collective
Custom Build – John Kinsley
Architects
© John Reiach

sity’s Integrated Semester when third year students

Eilidh Henderson (Page\Park Architects) presented

seek practice experience (potentially from mid-De-

St Cecilia’s Hall Concert Room and Museum, a mixed

“The quality

cember to mid-September). I then spoke about the stu-

renovation and extension project that was awarded

and diversity of

dent-led initiative to produce a new critical magazine

the EAA Regeneration and Conservation Award. This

the projects on

on architectural issues. Entitled ‘Crumble’, we are now

diverse project encompassed an environmentally con-

show provided

working on upcoming issue 4, ‘Are We Sitting Comfort-

trolled museum, an elliptical auditorium and visitor

considerable

ably?’ Winner of EAA’s Student Commendation, Kirstin

facilities. She mapped out the subtle material referenc-

food for

Forsyth, presented her final undergraduate project

es to the instruments of the University of Edinburgh’s

thought…”
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Right
St Cecilia’s Hall Concert Room
and Museum – Page\Park
Architects
© Jim Stephenson
Far right
Leith Fort – Collective
Architecture
© Dapple Photography
Below right
Boroughmuir High School –
Allan Murray Architects
© Keith Hunter

historic keyboard collection which gave a particular
quality to the internal spaces of the extension.

Footnote
Any practice

The final project of the night was Allan Murray
Architects’ Boroughmuir High School, winner of EAA

Richard Murphy Architects’ Perth Theatre, the

Building of the Year and the Large Project Award. Ken

winner of the EAA Ambassador Award, was presented

Thomson retold the long process required to create

by Bill Black. He explained the major decision to move

the building and the complexity of combining such a

the primary entrance to the rear of the existing build-

wide range of features onto a tight site. The compact

ing, completely reversing the plan as a result of exten-

nature of the building involved the manipulation of

sive consideration of the routes that visitors, perform-

internal space with an emphasis on views and natural

ers and support staff employ when moving through

light. This has resulted in an open, modern and excit-

the theatre. The diverse material palette created by in-

ing environment for the pupils.

tegrating new interventions with the restored Victori-

The quality and diversity of the projects on show

an auditorium provides a richness of tone and texture

provided considerable food for thought and following

to the public areas of the theatre.

the presentations we had the opportunity to share

The EAA Large Project Commendation and Large

some drinks and open up the discussion. The Award

able to offer

Client Recognition Commendation were both awarded

Winners Showcase represented a wonderful opportu-

a potential

to Collective Architecture for their Leith Fort housing

nity for all members of the architectural community

placement to

project. Nichola McLachlan gave a passionate pres-

to come together and celebrate the exciting contri-

an ESALA Part I

entation of the low rise, street-oriented nature of the

butions we can make to reshaping the future of Ed-

student from

project and the emphasis on private and shared green

inburgh.

Jan-Sep 2019

space. The substantial benefits of this approach to the

Daniel Anderson

should email

residents was clear, as was a sense of collective pride

Third Year Student, Edinburgh School of Architecture

mark.cousins@

within Leith Fort and the large impact it has had on

and Landscape Architecture

ed.ac.uk.

the wider Leith community.
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bookshop.rias.org.uk

Beauty’s Rigor: Patterns of Production in the Work of Pier Luigi Nervi
by Thomas Leslie Breakfast Mission Publishing; £70.00

Above
© Thomas Leslie
Right
© Thomas Leslie

“In many ways, Nervi was the
prototype for Santiago Calatrava and
the preface includes a discussion of
the debt Calatrava owes to Nervi, but
also the marked differences between
the two engineers’ philosophies.”
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Years ago, when booksellers still sold
books by mail order, I received a catalogue
from William Duck with a grainy photo on
the cover which captivated me. It showed
a concrete slab with a ribbed soffit which
resembled the underside of a victoria waterlily. It turned out that the slab was designed by Pier Luigi Nervi, an Italian engineer who pioneered the use of reinforced
concrete in expressive ways.
Nervi is strangely absent from modernism’s canon, for a few reasons. He was
an engineer-contractor, whereas most of
the key figures in modernism were architects or critics. He was Italian, but it took
many years for academics to look beyond
Germany, Scandinavia and the USA for

our. As a book written by an academic and

the roots of the modern movement. As a

published by a university press, it’s text-

result, English-speaking literature about

heavy and the illustrations suffer a little.

Nervi’s life and work is rather thin. Leslie’s

Many are taken from Nervi’s own archive

book goes some way to rectifying that.

and are understandably black-and-white;

Beauty’s Rigor helps to set Nervi into
the context of pioneers who came before

Above right
© Thomas Leslie

could have been reproduced in colour?

him, such as Hennebique and Robert

Nonetheless, Beauty’s Rigor is well

Maillart, and those who followed. In many

written, and the author clearly saw Ner-

ways, Nervi was the prototype for Santi-

vi as a long-term project, which involved

ago Calatrava and the preface includes

visiting many buildings and translating

a discussion of the debt Calatrava owes

original documents from the Italian. The

to Nervi, but also the marked differences

penultimate chapter, which discusses

between the two engineers’ philosophies.

Nervi’s publications, is particularly lucid.

At the heart of the book are the pro-

Nervi’s writing may be “often elliptical,

cesses and inventions which came about

sometimes elusive” yet his analysis of

as Nervi explored ferro-cement shells, di-

Eero Saarinen’s TWA terminal at Idlewild

agrids and towers. These include hangars

and Jørn Utzon’s Sydney Opera House is

for the Italian Air Force at Orbetello, the

shrewd.

Pirelli Tower in Milan, and his best-known

As for the victoria waterlily, I was de-

works, the confusingly similar Palazetto

lighted to discover more about Lanificio

dello Sport of 1957 and Palazzo dello Sport,

Gatti in Rome, which was built in the early

built for the 1960 Olympics in Rome. The

1950’s using travelling formwork. It turns

author’s own cutaway cross section of the

out that the ribs follow lines of isostatic

Palazzo tells the whole story of the design

force, but they also create a satisfyingly

in one drawing and deserved to be repro-

graphic pattern with a subtle, organic in-

duced much larger.

fluence – which was no doubt Nervi’s in-

There are a few quirks in Beauty’s Rigor: for a start, the American spelling of rigRIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018

however, perhaps the contemporary shots

tention, all along.
Mark Chalmers RIAS
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Sustainable Construction
by Sandy Halliday Routledge; £39.99

“Sandy Halliday’s approach to
sustainability brings together the
practical with the philosophical so
that a healthy, affordable, resource
efficient environment is within our
grasp.”

Left
Photograph courtesy of Sandy
Halliday

When is a book not a book, when it is ajar,

process from drivers and policy, to cost,

the reasons we should make our choices.

which is kind of open all the time. I bought

material selection, environmental design

Collectively the chapters boast 120 case

my copy of Sustainable Construction, the

and ultimately construction. Along the

studies, many favourites from the first edi-

first edition, five years ago and that has

way we move from the global to the local

tion remain, such as Frank Lloyd Wright’s

pretty much been the case. Scanned,

and, using Sandy’s own words, from ‘the

Solar Hemicycle, while some are new in-

turned, flicked and quoted, Sustainable

very right to the very wrong’. I have never

cluding Emsher Park in Germany which

Construction is a reference book, a sustain-

read the book in the correct order always

transformed the Ruhr Valley. There are

able plan, a series of case studies, a phil-

jumping to a chapter which is of inter-

also those which have grown up between

osophical approach and as with all good

est or one that demands attention. My

editions such as the Green City of Malmö.

things, it is more than the sum of its parts.

fa-vourite chapter remains the last, ‘Urban

Photographs are much improved without

Sandy Halliday’s approach to sustain-

Ecology’ which was and will continue to

losing some of their amateur charm and a

be the best thumbed.

significant addition is the inclusion of the

ability brings together the practical with
the philosophical so that a healthy, af-

It is not possible to describe all 12

RIAS Sustainability Policy (1997) and RIAS

fordable, resource-efficient environment

chapters, each is stand-alone, providing

Sustainable Design Accreditation within

is within our grasp. Originally evolved

best-practice information on a particular

chapter 2. The time has come for the RIAS

from a training course, Sustainable Con-

topic complete with its individual bib-

to re-embrace both.

struction continues to mature but retains

li-ography, narrative and case studies.

For those who do not own a copy of

the essential ingredient of a multi disci-

Do not be misled by some of the chapter

Sustainable Construction, either edition, I

plinarian, straight forward view of what

headings, such as “Cost Issues” which

would suggest this book is essential. Why

is a complex subject. Optimism abounds,

can be the most fascinating, putting to

it does not appear more on University

replacing the Anthropocene threat of ex-

bed a number of imbalances and inform-

Reading Lists is a mystery. If like me you

tinction norm. Sandy Halliday’s world is

ing the reader of an emerging future

already own a copy of the first edition,

real, we just need to roll up our sleeves

world of modern realism where it is the

please get hold of the second edition and

and get on with it.

polluters who are expected to pay. For

study the changes and you will most prob-

Ten years have passed since the first

those less au fait with sustainable terms,

ably buy it. Together with EcoMinimalism,

edition. The second follows the same

Sandy will take the time to explain their

written with her late husband Howard

format, however shifts the focus beyond

meaning. In chapter 5 “Materials Selec-

Liddell, and other recent works such as

recognisable sustainable building blocks

tion”, aesthetics are left to the designer

the Sustainability Guide to the RIBA Plan

towards health and well-being. Still ar-

however an approach which considers

of Work, this shows Sandy Halliday to be a

ranged as a series of chapter headings,

resource, impact in use, an explanation

true sustainability champion who we are

these have been rearranged from 14 to

of the embodied and asks what happens

very lucky to have.

12, generally moving through the design

to the building at the end of its life are

Chris Stewart RIAS
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Drawing Architecture
by Helen Thomas Phaidon; £59.95

“As architects, drawing is key to our
communication of ideas to and with
others.”

Right
Renzo Piano, The Shard,
2004, felt-tip pen on paper.
Courtesy of Phaidon

What this book is not, is a step-by-step

images that define it. As the author Helen

This book is not just useful from an

guide to drawing buildings. What this

Thomas notes; “the intention is to provide

historic perspective, in relation to the

book is, however, is a fantastic journey

imaginative space for the reader to make

ways in which architectural drawings are

through over 4000 years of the drawn rep-

their own connections between the images

executed, but it will provide the reader

resentations of a variety of buildings and

and their stories as they resonate with per-

with a vast variety of drawing styles to in-

interiors. As architects, drawing is key to

sonal experience and knowledge “.

fluence their own presentations. It shows

our communication of ideas to and with

Indeed, for every reader there will be

us that whilst the incredible detail in the

others. We are all familiar with the photo-

familiar drawings such as Charles Rennie

work of people like Bernardo Prevedari

realistic computer renders of today and the

Mackintosh’s two-point perspective of

draw us into endless interior detail, a sim-

incredibly detailed measured studies of the

Hill House (1903) and Peter Cook’s Plug in

ple few lines, such as Renzo Piano’s green

past. However, what this book does, is de-

City (1964), to those less well known such

pen sketches for the Shard, can provide as

light with everything else in between too.

as the earliest recognisable architectural

much emotion and atmosphere, and still

The layout of the book places the em-

plan carved into the lap of a headless god-

tell the bigger story.

phasis on the variety of drawings, with

dess (2130 BC) and the WhatsApp message

This book will be a great reference

over 250 full colour pages of images, each

of an annotated plan of the garden at the

tome for those interested in architecture

with its own description and context for

South London Gallery (2016) between Ga-

and drawing alike. The graphical layout

the drawing. There is little needed in the

briel Orozco and Stephanie Macdonald. To

of the book is also worth commenting

way of navigation or explanation on the

help put these into chronological order,

on, from the quality of the image repro-

book beyond a well written introduction

near the end of the book, there is a handy

duction to the uncut paper edges and the

that categorises the types of drawings into

timeline showing all the drawings in date

embossed cover with Phaidon logo hand-

six sections – shifting perspectives, inter-

sequence. Thomas has also put in a useful

written. A lot of care has been put into

preting the rules, colour codes, shared and

page of suggested further reading on the

this comprehensive collection and you

private languages, location of drawings

subject at the end, should the book itself

can spend many a happy hour delving

and depicting spaces. Within each of these

not have inspired you enough about the

into it.

sections a short essay describes the over-

amazing and varied ways architects repre-

Rachel Simmonds RIAS RIBA

arching theme, referencing some of the

sent their designs in the drawn form.
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The Generous Landscape: Ten Years of Jupiter Artland
edited by Lisa Le Feuvre Jupiter Artland Foundation; £35.00

The 16th century philosopher John Dee,

extraordinary treillage towers linked by a

“The Wilson’s

in seeking to bridge the worlds of empir-

rose walk. Such elaborate structures were

vision to create

icism and mysticism, asks us to prioritise

prevalent in the formal gardens of the Tu-

‘…a place of

gestures “…more hid, than uttered” in or-

dor era and the term ‘treillage’ is derived

generosity’ is

der to appreciate the myriad mysteries of

from the French for ‘lattice’. Here he has

the antithesis of

the world. This mantra is cited by Nicky

constructed two 10m high white-paint-

most National

Wilson in an essay in this commendable

ed gazebos (one Neo-Gothic, the other in

Trust country

new book celebrating the tenth anniver-

the Chinoiserie style) which are half-hid-

houses. It

sary of Jupiter Artland. This ‘grand projet’

den amongst the trees and evoke vague

is not really

sited near Ratho, some ten miles west of

memories of reliquary crypts or ornate

a sculpture

Edinburgh, followed the purchase of Bon-

family tombs in exotic cemeteries such

park, nor an art

nington House (a Jacobean manor house)

as La Recoleta in Buenos Aires. His recent

gallery in the

in 1999 as the Wilson family home. Lee

exhibition at the RIBA Gallery entitled

conventional

Boyd were engaged initially as architects

Conservatism, or The Long Reign of Pseu-

sense.”

for the restoration of both house and gar-

do-Georgian Architecture addressed our

den, then Benjamin Tindall Architects

enduring fascination for Georgian prece-

were commissioned to undertake a mas-

dents but refracted via an acute sensibility

terplan and complete a sizable expansion

“…tempered by a pointed critique of power

of the house, incorporating a multi-pur-

and established social orders.” Bronstein

pose ballroom to accommodate tempo-

mines architectural history and often im-

rary exhibitions and installations.

bues his work with a postmodern twist.

The Wilson’s vision to create “…a place

His influences oscillate between Baroque

of generosity” is the antithesis of most

titans such as Borromini and Hawksmoor

National Trust country houses. It is not

to the camp excesses of the World of Inte-

really a sculpture park, nor an art gallery

riors magazine.

in the conventional sense. It evolves and

The Wilsons’ success lies in their col-

expands year by year with attendance

laborative approach and desire to co-cre-

figures continuing to grow – bolstered

ate with each invited artist. The book doc-

by a dynamic educational programme.

uments the couple’s obvious erudition and

They have eschewed the sweeping vistas

earnest commitment to contemporary art

of a Capability Brown landscape for the

as something which can transcend our

framed views and wilful idiosyncrasies of

humdrum existence. It is beautifully pro-

Derek Jarman’s Prospect Cottage and Ian

duced and provides a fitting testament to

Hamilton Finlay’s Little Sparta. The latter,

a remarkable achievement.

of course, has been hugely influential in

Mark Cousins RIAS

Scottish art and it is only fitting that he is
well represented here by four works– Beehives, Only Connect, Xth Muse and Temple
of Apollo.
The grounds extend to 100 acres and
contain some 36 permanent installations
by internationally-renown artists such as
Anish Kapoor, Phylida Barlow and Antony
Gormley. A recent addition by Argentinian-born Pablo Bronstein comprises two

84

Right
The Rose Walk, Pablo
Bronstein, 2017
Photo © Allan Pollok Morris.
Courtesy of Jupiter Artland
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IT DOESN’T JUST LET OUT SMOKE
That hatch with the ladder running up to it? Yes, it’s a Bilco smoke vent.
Now, you may know it as one of the best smoke vents on the market (CE-marked,
self-actuating in less than a minute, excellent thermal properties, and so on).
But simply add a fixed ladder with the optional LadderUp® Safety Post, and you also
have a safe exit out onto the roof.
So the next time you specify a smoke vent, make sure it’s a Bilco.
As both a smoke vent and an access hatch, you get two solutions for the price of one.
To find out more, call us on 01284 701696 or visit www.bilcouk.co.uk

incorporating

SAFE ACCESS ALL AREAS

WORLD CLASS FLOOR ACCESS COVERS

Bilco UK and Howe Green are part of the ERA Group
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The Battle for Home: Memoir of a Syrian Architect
by Marwa al-Sabouni Thames and Hudson; £8.99

“By itself this inspirational and
decidedly humbling account of
determined perseverance against
all the odds would seem worthy of a
wide audience.”

Left
A neighbourhood in Homs
reduced to rubble
© Marwa al-Sabouni

It is safe to say that you will find this ex-

bined with the hair-raising revelation

technical issues involved if it is somehow

traordinary work remarkably unlike any

that much of this narrative took place in

to be reborn in future years. Nor, of course,

other recent architectural publication.

her native city of Homs over the space of

does she limit the discussion to this fea-

Partly a memoir, partly a discussion on

two years when it was being bombarded

ture of the city, recognising that the ar-

the place of Islamic architecture in con-

to near-total destruction and when every

gument must be extended to encompass

temporary culture and partly a signpost

step outside one’s house risked death from

the huge challenges of reconstruction and

pointing firmly towards those who will be

bombs, missiles or sniper fire, it becomes

regeneration facing her generation of pro-

responsible for rebuilding her shattered

a riveting human story of value to us all.

fessional architects and urban designers

country, the author is a young Syrian ar-

This scary chronicle is, however, just

chitect whose life experience already far

the prelude to the development of the

Which brings her finally to the crux

outweighs most of us more than twice her

central theme, namely her unyielding be-

of the matter as she sees it, namely the

age.

throughout the war damaged Middle East.

lief in the intrinsic value of architecture

design process that must underpin any

The narrative effectively begins with

and civic design and its capacity for per-

architectural contribution towards the ul-

the painful description of her training in

meating and transforming the social and

timate end of a Syria restored once more

an educational system devoid of inspira-

political fabric of Homs and, by extension,

to a civilised existence. That, for her, will

tion, tinged with corruption and offer-

of her troubled nation.

be in a design language inspired, yes, by

ing no prospect of fulfilling and creative

The grievous decline of Syria from its

its long Islamic and Christian tradition

employment. Against overwhelming ob-

long tradition as a society founded on

but also conforming neither to the model

stacles placed in her way by a majority

shared values and religious tolerance into

of her former teachers, one derived from

of staff unwilling to accept her vision of

a fractured culture riven by sectarian and

an ersatz, superficial imitation of the past

a built environment governed by the el-

economic enmity has been the subject of

nor yet in one destined to create the built

emental principles normal to us, Marwa

much discussion in the wider world. Here,

environment typified by the dubious ar-

successfully gained her master’s degree

based on direct and painful experience, it

chitectural excesses of the Gulf States

and then, largely by searching the inter-

forms an essential part of the whole prop-

net on a basic smartphone, a doctorate in

osition.

Islamic architecture.

Enhanced by many of her own graphic illustrations, The Battle for Home should

There follows much thoughtful reflec-

find a place on the shelves of any architect

By itself this inspirational and decid-

tion on the tragic fate of the historic core

and fellow professional ready for a jour-

edly humbling account of determined

of the city at the hands of its own national

ney into an unfamiliar, challenging and

perseverance against all the odds would

government, its former place in the hearts

inspiring world.

seem worthy of a wide audience. Com-

of its people and the cultural, political and

John Gerrard FRIAS
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Technical
Practice Update

The latest news from RIAS Practice Services

Practice Update
Subscription Renewals

10. enhance your business prospects with

The Practice Note search is now great-

Practices have now been invited to renew

the use of the Chartered Practice logo

ly improved. It will now be possible to

their Practice Services subscription for

and certificate.

search by year, keyword, category and

2019. Upon renewal and subject to meet-

practice note number. In addition, key

ing the eligibility criteria a certificate of

2019 Application forms are available

words will be displayed for each practice

Chartered Practice membership 2019 will

on the RIAS website – www.rias.org.uk/

note, making it easier to find related ad-

be issued to you. If you have never sub-

practice/subscribe.

vice. We think this will allow architects

scribed in the past, you may want to check

Practice Essentials 2019 – 13th March

the current benefits.

The RIAS suite of appointments and

ternoon for practitioners which will focus

all the contract administration forms are

on three key areas of practice. In the first

displayed with graphics, allowing the sub-

a subscription to Practice Services

part of the afternoon our speakers will

scriber to quickly identify the form they

makes it easier to adopt best practice

cover procedures to recover overdue fees,

require.

and remain ARB compliant with many

fee charging and the use of appointment

downloadable

documents.

up or renew your subscription in 2019:

ready-made

docu-

ments available for free,
2.
3.
4.

display a selection of the latest published
guidance for easy access.

contract administration procedures with a

Visit preview.rias.org.uk to see how

pointments for unlimited download,

focus on extensions of time and award of

the site is developing. You can use your

avoid situations which may lead to

associated damages in the two most pop-

current user / practice login.

claims by seeking legal advice early,

ular SBCC contracts: Scottish Minor Works

benefit from down to earth practical

and Standard Building Contract.

Building Standards Update

Practices Services subscribers will

Building Standards Consultation on

access a wealth of conservation arti-

benefit from a 50% discount and priority

Building Standards Compliance and

cles to help you or your staff prepare

booking. All the topics covered will be

Fire Safety – A Consultation on Making

to apply for accreditation,

the subject of Practice Notes which will

Scotland’s Buildings Safer for People

be published in Practice Information.

BSD (Building Standards Division) repre-

for Practice Essentials CPD 2019,

Chartered Practices will be able to access

sentatives delivered a presentation on the

reading Practice Information counts

them on the Practice Services website. A

Building Standards Compliance and Fire

towards your CPD,

full programme and booking form will be

Safety Consultations to the RIAS Practice

available at the start of 2019.

Committee on 16th August 2018.

6. priority booking and discounted rate
7.

The second part will concentrate on

The Practice Services home page will

access the latest RIAS suite of 5 ap-

advice from experienced consultants,
5.

source.

Practice Services has organised a CPD af-

A reminder of 10 good reasons to take

1.

to make the best use of this important re-

8. early notification of selected CPD

Following the presentation, the RIAS

events on matters affecting day to day

RIAS Website

Building Standards Group through the

9. keep up to date with tailored advice

The RIAS website is undergoing a recon-

Practice Committee in collaboration with

for contract administrators on the lat-

struction. Practice Services subscribers

the Contracts Committee responded to

est SBCC 2016 contracts,

should notice an improvement in the

the detailed consultation questionnaire

graphics and layout of the information.

issued by BSD, accompanied by a series of

practice,

notes highlighting issues which the RIAS
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Right
The new main page for
Practice Services subscribers
which provides quick links to
the most frequently viewed
content.
© RIAS

considered to be most important and either not covered or not specific enough in the structured questionnaire. The RIAS response, as well as those of other industry bodies, can now be viewed on the consultation
section of the Scottish government website – www.
consult.gov.scot (Search “Building Standards Compliance”). A report on the consultation analysis should
also be available.

Conservation Update
Conserving the Assets of Our Past on 2nd October
2018
Each year the RIAS Conservation Committee puts
together a CPD event which is designed to improve
members’ knowledge and understanding of the challenges that face conservation accredited architects,
their clients, funders and society.
Although the event was primarily for conservation accredited architects, the programme was also of
interest to other architects and those involved in the
conservation of the historic built environment, whether or not they are contemplating applying for conservation accreditation. This year, the RIAS seminar, held
at the Storytelling Centre, primarily focused on the
development of the HES Asset Management Plan, HES
Corporate Plan consultation, inspecting tenements
and church quinquennials, BIM theory and practice,
practical advice on survey specification for digital
documentation and the restoration of the Great Pagoda at Kew Gardens. 85 delegates attended.
The RIAS is pleased to have the opportunity of
publishing the technical conservation papers in Practice Information and is indebted to the contributors of
the articles for their help in publication.

Procurement Update
Brexit and Procurement Update
The past few weeks have seen considerable debate
over Brexit and its implications. Two key points were
the issuance of Technical Notes by both the UK and EU
on the assumption of a ‘no deal’ outcome.
It is important to stress, that these notes are just
that: guidance based on an assumption of a ‘no-deal’.
They are not a definitive statement of the outcome of
the negotiations, which are ongoing.
If there were a no deal, two effects which would
be of concern to architects professionally would be the
employment of staff and the availability of materials.
In terms of staffing, the automatic right to work in
the UK will end for all EU nationals who do not have
RIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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the correct UK migration status. After Brexit, it is be-

Available from www.gov.uk/government/publi-

If you have

ing suggested EU nationals will face the same require-

cations. Additional guidance has also been issued by

issues you

ments for migration as nationals from other countries.

RIBA and ARB.

would like to
discuss please

The new migration policy and system is still being developed, so the implications of this are unknown. The

Contracts Update

do not hesitate

implications for practices are clear.

APS/RIAS Principal Designer Workshop

to contact us.

UK staff or practices wishing to work in the EU will

On 26th July 2018, Colin Seditas, Policy and Standards
Manager at the Association for Project Safety (APS) and

Maryse Richardson

In terms of materials, a no deal scenario implies

Graeme Smith, Principal Director – Health and Safe-

Senior Manager:

that import and export will be governed by interna-

ty at Fairhurst delivered a pilot event, in association

Practice

tionally recognised rules. Inevitably this means cus-

with ECAN, at 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh. The prac-

0131 229 7545

toms inspections and possibly tariffs or quotas, nei-

tical exercise concentrated on RIAS members’ role as

mrichardson@rias.

ther of which are calculated to make the process of

designers/principal designers on small domestic pro-

org.uk

supply of materials for builders quicker or easier. It is

jects. It covered the legal duties (and practical respons-

worth noting that services tend not to be covered by

es) associated with the role as designers / principal de-

organisations like the World Trade Organisation and

signers (PD) on small domestic projects. It was based

are not currently included in the UK’s proposals to the

on a project brief (showing plans, surroundings etc.)

EU.

which was used to explore three broad areas:

face similar restrictions.

For the public sector, the proposal as it stands is
to transfer all EU laws into UK law, for change later.

•

Desired outcomes – who is responsible for what?

Procurement legislation will therefore be unchanged

(discussion of who the relevant parties are and

in the first instance. In Scotland, this is compounded

what their roles are, in terms of CDM / H&S).

by the fact that Scotland has its own independent leg-

•

What designer / PD action is appropriate to mit-

islation which is derived from, but not linked to EU

igate and manage risks on this project so far as

legislation.

reasonably practicable (SFARP). Discussion of sig-

As noted above, these are dependent on a no deal.

nificant project risks, how to apply principles of

The negotiations are ongoing, and at this point the
outcome is frankly unknowable.

prevention, what SFARP means for designers?
•

OJEU Notices

What to record and how?
The pilot has been organised with the help of

A new e-notification service will replace the Official

ECAN and in particular, Les Howson, in association

Journal of the European Union (OJEU). In the event of

with the RIAS Contracts Committee. APS intends to roll

a ‘no deal’, it has been confirmed that the UK will set

out the pilot to all areas of Scotland.

up its own electronic tender notification platform to
replace the Tenders Electronic Daily (TED) section of

Practice Information Notes

the OJEU. Any new contract opportunities would be

The Contracts and Appointments Committee is cur-

published on the new platform.

rently developing a number of important practice
notes based on queries received from Chartered Prac-

UK Government Guidance

tices.

The UK Government has published guidance notes to

Coming soon in Spring 2019 Practice Information:

help business and citizens prepare in the event of a ‘no
deal’ scenario under the following headings:
•

The government’s guarantee for EU-funded pro-

•

Collateral Warranty Update

•

Inspection Duties of an Architect

•

Architect’s Fees for Protracted Contract Administra-

grammes if there is no Brexit deal
•

How to prepare if the UK leaves the EU with no
deal

•
•

90

tion Services
•

Contractor Design Portion: Advice to Contract Administrators

Providing services including those of a qualified

Maryse Richardson

professional if there is no Brexit deal

Senior Manager: Practice

VAT for businesses if there is no Brexit deal
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Professional Indemnity
Insurance
The professional indemnity insurance market for con-

Our dedicated Claims Advocate, Susan Moore, is

struction related professions is changing for the first

based in Edinburgh. Earlier this year, Susan hit the

pride ourselves in

time in over a decade. Having sustained large losses in

landmark of a decade of working on RIASIS claims.

providing a market

recent years, insurers are re-engineering their books

Throughout the ten years, her role has developed from

leading policy

in order to return to a sustainable profit; predomi-

straightforward claims handling to an increasing mix-

wording, an integral

nantly by seeking to increase premium income and

ture of claims, complaints made to the Architects Reg-

support service

limit their exposure. The withdrawal of several Lloyd’s

istration Board (ARB) and risk management.

and fast turnover of

syndicates from the sector in recent months has undoubtedly actuated the situation.

The Achilles heel of the architect in the traditional

At RIASIS we

documentation.

role is forever that of inspection/certification but there

Although the outcome of the Grenfell inquiry will

are an increasing number of complaints to the ARB for

For further

not be known for some time, the tragic events of June

which the policy offers defence costs and representa-

information, please

2017 have heightened everyone’s awareness of risk. In-

tion by Clyde & Co or Brodies LLP. Paradoxically, from

contact:

surers require an increasing amount of information,

an insurance perspective, one of the greater concerns

particularly for practices with any involvement in

is third party legal costs and the behaviour of a pursu-

RIAS Insurance

cladding and high-rise buildings. Insurers are digging

er; hence the insistence that insured practices notify

Services

deeper into each risk presented and applying a level

RIASIS promptly of a circumstance or claim.

Orchard Brae House

of scrutiny that many practices will not have experienced before.

When a claim or circumstance does arise, Susan

30 Queensferry Road

is on hand to ensure the matter is duly notified and

Edinburgh EH4 2HS

One of the reasons to form RIASIS was to provide

managed from the outset with guidance from insur-

Tel: 0131 311 4130

stability and an enduring professional indemnity in-

ers and their appointed lawyers. Early detection of

FaxL 0131 311 4280

surance scheme for RIAS members in a volatile insur-

an issue and damage limitation is essential. Whether

vivian.allison@marsh.

ance market. That message is as important today as it

a claim is settled, successfully defended or just “goes

com

was in 1984 when RIASIS was formed. By virtue of our

away”, there are always valuable lessons to be learned

nada.jardaneh@

long standing relationship with the RIAS and its mem-

and shared with other practices so the profession as

marsh.com

bers, we understand the issues architects face, the

a whole benefits. With this in mind, RIASIS regularly

environment in which they operate and the collective

visit insured practices to discuss recent claims trends.

benefit that the scheme offers in times of uncertainty.

Each presentation is tailored to the needs of the prac-

RIASIS is a leading specialist broker arranging

tice, whether it be a sole trader or large firm, and to

Architects’ Professional Indemnity Insurance and pro-

reflect on developments in insurance.

viding risk management services for RIAS members

The claim service provided by RIASIS is designed

and other groups in Scotland. Practices should be

to be a local one and we attend to the claim from

seeking the best protection that they can afford, and

the outset to conclusion. Our experience in the Lon-

ensuring that cover restrictions are minimised. Unlike

don insurance market gives us direct access to senior

an increasing number of other policies, the RIASIS pol-

underwriters to achieve favourable results for the cli-

icy does not contain blanket exclusions in respect of

ent.

combustibility and fire safety.

Marsh Ltd

It is crucial not to sacrifice cover and expert claims
advice for the cheaper options.
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Thirteen times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner

NEVIN
of EDINBURGH

‘The Royal Palace of Stirling Castle’

DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION

Specialists in Microscopy
paint anaylsis, conservation
and restoration

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.

‘The Assembly Rooms, Edinburgh’

8 Swanfield, Leith,
Edinburgh EH6 5RX

www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228

Chartered Architect
Membership

Membership Update

The following deaths
were reported with
regret:

Transfers to Retired
Membership approved:

Elections to Associate
Membership:

RIAS Chapters
Aberdeen
Dundee

Alastair Gilies Baird rias

Asya BallantIne

Edinburgh

William Muir Armstrong

John Forbes rias

Kirsty Cadger

Glasgow

rias

Kenneth Lochrie rias

Joanna Lee

Inverness

Jan Magnus Fladmark hon

Thomas C Logan rias

Daniel Lowe

Stirling

frias

Seoras Peter Macdonald rias

Christopher McAuley

Outwith

Andrew Gilmour rias

Diana Barr McLaren rias

Murdo McDermid

Alexander F Gouick rias

John W Seggie rias

Samantha Murchie

RIAS Membership

James Cay Lyon frias

Cyril Alexander Smith rias

David R Paton

Categories

James McCabe rias

Philippa Ann Wrigley rias

William Purdie

Associate

Klara Svoboda

Graduates/ pre-part III

Enda Williamson

Affiliate

Catriona Wright

Interest in architectural pro-

Maurice A M Imrie rias
Alfred Lockhart Myles rias
Anderson Stewart rias

Transfers to Retired
Fellowship approved:

fession

Robert Venturi hon frias
Archibald Murray Whyte

Harold Henry Phillips frias

rias

Henry Roan Rutherford

Elections to Chartered
Membership:

Nicholas Ecob

Reinstatements to full
Membership:

Student of architecture

Academic

frias

Resignations reported:

Students

Gary Cunnningham rias

Architects working in full

George Alfred Deeth rias

time education

riba

Chartered

Wolfgang Gesselmann rias

Fully qualified ARB Registered

Bennet Robson Humphries

Fergal Feeney rias riba

riba

architects

John Keith Lyall

Samuel Foster rias riba

Caroline Alison Julie Hull

Fellow

Alastair Gordon Mackie

Andrew McNair rias

rias riba

Highest level of RIAS Member-

Kirsty Alison McGhie

Euan Charles Millar rias

Eftychia Maria Iliadi rias

ship

riba

Hon Fellow

Emma Jane rias riba

Person of distinction nomi-

John H Martin rias riba

nated by the Incorporation’s

Dominic McAndrew rias

members

Rhona Fleming

riba

Retired

Ciaran Gallagher

Joanne McClelland rias riba

Retired from architecture and

Jeanita Bless Gambier

Pawel J Orszulak rias riba

employment

Rachel Prentice

Charles Riach rias riba

Eugene Vincent Sinclair

Craig Aexander Elliot

Charlene Rankin

Alma Sigurdardottie

Simpson rias

Manager: Membership / RIAS

Jordan Snitch

Douglas Sturrock rias

Consultancy Support

Graham Finnie

Alan Robinson
Douglas James Young

Elections to Student
Membership:

Removals reported:
William Alasdair Lindsay

Debbie Taylor rias riba
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Chartered Architect
President’s Diary

President’s Diary

Does not

October 2018

cancy & Redundancy” Forum at GCHT and Attended Royal

include internal

11

Scottish Academy Assembly).

meetings

15 Met with RIAS staff individually to introduce my-

Attended RIAS AGM / Glasgow
self / Edinburgh

20 Met with Brendan Woods Architect / Glasgow

December 2018
04 Attended Interim Governance Committee / Edinburgh

22 Met with Ben & Rosemary Scrimgeour, The Building Workshop / Angus
22 Met with Willie Watt PPRIAS, Nicoll Russell Studi-

05 Attended RIAS Council / Edinburgh
06 Attended Cross Party Group on Architecture and
the Built Environment / Edinburgh

os / Dundee
26 Met with Martin Mackay, Chair RIAS Interim Audit

07 Attended the RIBA 5 Presidents Meeting along
with the Acting Secretary / Belfast

& Finance Committee / Glasgow
(In addition to the above RIAS Presidential engagements,

11

Robin also attended: Scottish Stained Glass Symposium,

12 Attended Interim Governance Committee Meet-

RSA Standing Committee, GIA Workshop on Social Purpose

Attended RIBA Council / London
ing / Edinburgh

& Route to Power, and “Theology of the Environment” at St

12 Attended RIAS Strategy Meeting / Edinburgh

Mary’s Cathedral in Glasgow).

17 Presented Honorary Fellowship to James Milne /

November 2018

(In addition to the above RIAS Presidential engagements,

02 Attended Inverness Architectural Association Con-

Robin also attended: GIA Council, GCHT Lunch and attend-

Aberdeen

vention and Awards 2018 / Inverness

ed RSA Standing Committee & Council).

09 Met with Dr James Simpson OBE FRIAS / Edinburgh
13 Met with Gary Jebb, Director of Estates, Universi-

January 2019

ty of Edinburgh along with Malcolm Fraser, Andy

15 Met with Regional Director and Regional Chair for

Law and RIAS Acting Secretary to discuss procure-

RIBA North East along with Gordon Murray PPRIAS

ment/Edinburgh
15 Attended Dundee Institute of Architects’ Dinner
and Awards / Dundee
21 Attended RIAS Trustee Induction / Edinburgh
23 Met with Potential Sponsors along with RIAS Act-

and the Acting Secretary / Edinburgh
15 Attended RIAS Quarterly Review Group Meeting /
Edinburgh
22 Attended the RIAS Fellows Dinner for London and
SE Fellows and Hon Fellows / London

ing Secretary and Commercial Manager / Edin-

(In addition to the above RIAS Presidential engagements,

burgh

Robin also attended: GIA Convenors Meeting, Diocese of

23 Attended Glasgow Institute of Architects’ Awards
Dinner / Glasgow

Glasgow & Galloway Property Committee meeting, RSA Architect Academicians’ Dinner and presented his practice’s

27 Enjoyed RIAS Past Presidents’ Lunch / Glasgow

award-winning projects to GIA).

(In addition to the above RIAS Presidential engagements,

Carol-Ann Hildersley

Robin also attended: “Access to Built Heritage” Forum at

Senior Manager: Secretary’s Office

Glasgow City Heritage Trust (GCHT), Diocese of Glasgow
& Galloway (DGG) property committee meeting, “Heritage
Legislation & Enforcement” Forum at GCHT, “Heritage VaRIAS Quarterly Issue 36 Winter 2018
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William Muir Armstrong RIAS RIBA

Andrew Gilmour RIAS

3 August 1929 – 11 September 2018

17 February 1934 – 31 August 2018

Bill died peacefully

making him responsible for the delivery

Andrew

at Perth Royal In-

of the new Scottish Office at Victoria Quay.

was educated at the

firmary on the 11th

By 1997 he was appointed Project Advis-

Royal High School in

September following

er by the Scottish Office for the proposed

Edinburgh and stud-

Gilmour

a long period of ill

new Scottish Parliament building. Then,

ied architecture at

health. After schooling at Leith Academy

as project manager, was closely involved

Edinburgh College of Art in the late 1950s,

he served his National Service in the RAF.

in the appointment of the architect and

completing his professional qualification

He then studied architecture at Edinburgh

contractor. The project tribulations are

in 1960. He moved to London to work for

College of Art and graduated in 1955.

history now but, suffice to say, Bill’s high

the London County Council as an architect

Whilst there, Bill was awarded Research

professional standards ultimately made

during the heyday of social housing.

and Travelling Scholarships.

his resignation inevitable.

A move to RMJM Architects was to

His professional life began when, on

Bill’s life was driven by his interest

prove pivotal and led to Andrew’s re-

the recommendation of Sir Robert Mat-

and work as an architect and even in re-

cruitment by Sir Robert Matthew to the

thew, he joined the Haefli, Moser and

tirement took on small scale projects well

Housing Research Unit at the University

Steiger practice in Zurich working on the

into his eighties. He became involved in

of Edinburgh. The HRU employed four ar-

design of offices for STERN in Geneva and

much of village life and was a Community

chitects, a quantity surveyor, a sociologist

the Swissair Terminal in Zurich.

Councillor for some time, his quiet sense

and three research assistants. Although

Returning to Britain in 1957 he worked

of humour enlivened many committee

located in the Department of Architec-

in Coventry’s City Architects Department

meetings. He maintained his life-long in-

ture it operated independently, focusing

on its bold new city centre, then for a

terest in sport, particularly rugby and ten-

on housing and on the role and status of

short time on Cumbernauld’s equally pi-

nis, enjoyed the occasional friendly game

the user in the design and feedback pro-

oneering town centre, before returning

of golf and in later years took up fly fish-

cess. Andrew subsequently spent a year

to Coventry with responsibility for a pro-

ing. He also greatly enjoyed lunches with

near Karachi designing a township and

gramme of new schools.

college contemporaries and old friends

a further year in the USA researching and

He joined Jenkins and Marr in Aber-

who, with his family, will miss him greatly.

teaching at the Illinois Housing Research

deen in 1962 as a partner and also lectured

We thank him for sharing his life with

and Development Program. He also took

at the Scott Sutherland School of Architec-

us.

this opportunity to seek out and photo-

ture. He is remembered fondly and with

Obituary supplied by Ronald J. C. Jamieson

graph the many buildings by Frank Lloyd

utmost respect by many of his students,

FRIAS

Wright in Chicago and the Midwest. In

maintaining their acquaintance over the

1965 the HRU was renamed the Architec-

years.

ture Research Unit to reflect a wider remit,

Moving to Manchester in 1966, Bill

and Andrew was unusual, as both a Sen-

joined Hugh Wilson and Lewis Womersley

ior Researcher of the ARU while holding

Architects and Town Planners as an associ-

at the same time an academic position in

ate. He later became a partner and eventu-

the Department of Architecture. Follow-

ally a senior partner. The practice received

ing Robert Matthew’s resignation from his

a Saltire Society Award for housing at Ra-

position as Professor of Architecture, the

venswood, Cumbernauld and Civic Trust

research interests of the Department shift-

Awards for Huddersfield Polytechnic and

ed. The innovative Edinburgh Computer

Whitgift School, Croydon. Bill left the Lon-

Aided Architectural Design Unit emerged;

don Office in 1989 when they were taken

which

over by another practice.

teaching himself to use the new software

On Bill’s return to live in Perthshire, he

Andrew

vigorously

supported,

as it became more readily available.

was appointed as Regional Director with
Project Management International PLC,
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Alexander Ford Gouick RIAS
23 October 1943 – 21 April 2018

Andrew will be remembered by his

Born in Edinburgh,

2000 these interests extended his creativ-

colleagues as generous and supportive

Alex spent his early

ity and he continued to represent many

spirit, and by his students as a patient

years in Newhaven

groups usually as secretary.

and enthusiastic teacher, with a passion

with his extended

When his beloved Morgan Academy

for construction and the art of building.

maternal family and

suffered a fire in 2001, Alex was amongst

As initiator of the practical training pro-

a time in Germany (at Kindergarten) when

those to reinstate a Former Pupils Asso-

gramme, he forged important links be-

his father worked for the British Forces re-

ciation to support the rebuilding of the

tween architectural education and prac-

settlement programme.

school, and he remained on the commit-

tice, and as Head of Department from

The family moved to Dundee, his fa-

1987-96 he was notably supportive of the

ther’s hometown, where Alex made his

In the autumn of 2016 he had a stroke

staff and particularly effective in the pro-

mark at Morgan Academy excelling at ath-

which robbed him of his speech and the

motion

committee.

tee.

Characteristically,

letics and rugby before choosing to study

use of his right hand. He fought back

Andrew backed without hesitation a pro-

architecture at Duncan of Jordanstone Col-

strongly over the next year but sadly in the

posal to convert a lecture room in Minto

lege of Art.

spring of the next year he suffered a fatal

House, Chambers Street, into the Matthew

His was one of the first cohorts to

Architectural Gallery. In acknowledgment

spend a year out in professional practice

Alex leaves behind his wife Senga, his

of this support, he was invited to hand-

after 3rd year – doing his traineeship with

two daughters and four grandchildren

write ‘Architecture’ for the Gallery logo;

W. M. Wilson & Partners – which he very

and many friends and acquaintances.

which remains etched into the glass sig-

much enjoyed.

nage above the Gallery door to this day.

Once qualified he worked with Baxter

Beyond architecture, Andrew was a

Clark & Paul and then with Dundee Dis-

voracious reader, with a particular inter-

trict Council on award-winning housing

est in utopian visions, a talented clari-

projects. He continued his career with

nettist who played in the departmental

Dundee District Council as Principal Ar-

band, a considerable expert on jazz and

chitect from 1979 in an eventful and every

its discography, and the creator of excru-

changing arena, contributing mostly to

ciating doggerel verse, penned for depart-

local authority housing and its interfaces

mental events such as retirements. After

ranging over the many and varied aspects

retiring from the University in 1998, An-

of management.

drew retired to his home in Gifford, East

heart attack.

He is sorely missed.
Obituary supplied by the family

Always a lively irrepressible charac-

Lothian.

ter he challenged and tested every sort of

Obituary supplied by Fiona McLachlan

system. He was interested in people and

Photograph © John McGovern

their foibles, an excellent social organiser,
a problem solver and very good company.
His dry wit won over many a serious soul.
Much of his leisure time was going
over to Morgan Academy F.P. Rigby Club
as player, captain, president, secretary,
organiser and supporter and he was instrumental in designing and building and
bringing fruition a new club house building at Forfar Road in the 1970s.
Alex was interested in art and literature, writing and poetry, gardening,
cooking and travel. When he retired in
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James Cay Lyon FRIAS
10 May 1941 – 21 September 2018

Michael John Mannings
RIAS RIBA

Archibald Murray Whyte
RIAS

21 July 1928 – 17 October 2018

18 September 1924 – 11 January 2018

Jim was born in Ab-

A gentle giant of a

Murray Whyte was

erdeen,

attended

man, Mike Mannings

born in Glasgow on

Prima-

was big in physique

18 September 1924 to

ry School and Ab-

and in heart. His

Archibald and Kate

Woodside

Grammar

hobbies had includ-

School before studying at The Scott Suth-

ed boxing and he retained a combative

was a Chartered Accountant and his moth-

erland School of Architecture. He gained

nature tinged with kindness. In an era

er was one of the first women to graduate

his diploma in 1970, becoming an associ-

very different from now, lunchtimes were

with an MA in Scotland and taught for

ate member of the RIAS and later having

often spent at The Illicit Still with his team

some years before her marriage. Murray

the honour of being made a Fellow.

who would return to their desks a little

left school in 1939 and his Mother tutored

During his career he worked in several

light-headed but enthused. His role as an

him. He then started studying in Glasgow

Aberdeen architectural practices, namely

Assistant Director at the Property Services

to become an architect however this was

Allan Ross and Allan, Mackie Ramsay and

Agency Scottish HQ enabled him to cast

interrupted by the war when he joined

Taylor and Leo Durnin, Minto and Strachan.

an architect’s critical eye over the big pro-

the Royal Engineers in 1943. He served in

In 1975 he decided to set up his own

jects of the day, including the new Sheriff

Egypt and Italy where he learned to speak

practice, James Lyon Architects. His wife

Court House of Glasgow and Strathkelvin,

Italian. He also served in Israel after the

was his secretary, book keeper and office

the renovation of Fort George and the

war until he was demobbed in 1948.

manager for the next 21 years until he re-

conversion of John Watson’s School into

After the war he returned to his stud-

tired. The firm changed its name to Lyon

a new home for the Scottish National Gal-

ies in architecture and upon qualifying

and McPherson in 1985 when Ian McPher-

lery of Modern Art. His love of a good ar-

became a member of the RIAS. He worked

son became a partner.

gument made him stimulating company

in Scotland and in the late 1950s married

Jim served on the Aberdeen Socie-

at a discussion group on issues affecting

Jean Murdoch. In 1959 Murray successfully

ty of Architects (ASA) Council for many

the built environment, convened by Ed-

applied for a job in the Northern Ireland

years, representing them on committees

inburgh University’s planning guru, Pro-

Civil Service. He retired in 1987 having

in Edinburgh and became ASA President

fessor Percy Johnson-Marshall. But he was

worked in several branches of the Civil

in 1986/87. In 1996 he retired in order to

no soft touch, as a local team discovered

Service. Most of his career was spent as a

spend more time on his hobbies, namely

when they tried to demolish the dilapi-

Principal Architect with the Department

hill walking, hockey, golf and travelling.

dated Benmore Courtyard in Argyll. The

of Health where he specialised in hospital

In 2008 he had his first battle with

building stands proud today as a Gallery

design.

cancer, always maintaining a positive

of the Royal Botanic Garden in tribute to

erdeen

Whyte.

His

father

Murray had a love for music and was

and determined attitude to fight it – and

his determination.

an accomplished pianist and accordion

he did. In 2016 he once again had to face

Tribute by John Yellowlees

player.

a cancer diagnosis. His very positive and

His last outing was on 2nd January

determined attitude was demonstrated

for a meal with some of his North Belfast

on 11th May, despite being very weak, Jim

friends where he was on good form. Sad-

took part in two “BRAVE” catwalk shows

ly, he was taken to hospital shortly after

to raise money for Friends of Anchor; a lo-

and passed away peacefully on 11th Janu-

cal cancer charity that had supported Jim

ary. He is survived by his daughter Hazel,

throughout his cancer journeys.

son-in-law Ivan and grandsons Iain and

This time he was unable to win the
battle and sadly died in Roxburghe House

Andrew Wilson.
Obituary supplied by the family

on 21st September 2018. He is survived by
his wife Sheila, a son, daughter and three
grandchildren.
Obituary supplied by the family
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Getting in touch
Contacting RIAS
By telephone

By fax

By email

By post

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

+44 (0) 131 228 2188

info@rias.org.uk

15 Rutland Square
Edinburgh eh1 2be

Senior Management

Karen Stevenson

Carol-Ann Hildersley

Louise McLeod

Maryse Richardson

Acting Secretary

Senior Manager: Secretary and

Senior Manager: Finance and

Senior Manager: Practice

karen.stevenson@rias.org.uk

Treasurer’s Office

Administration

mrichardson@rias.org.uk

childersley@rias.org.uk

lmcleod@rias.org.uk

Staff

Marjorie Appleton frias

Jennifer Bamford

Stuart Bryce

Clare Cavanagh

Elaine Dobie

Practice Services

Archive/Secretary’s Office

Manager: Bookshop /

Receptionist / Bookshop

Practice Administrator

Consultant p/t

Assistant p/t

Design Certification

Assistant p/t

edobie@rias.org.uk

mappleton@rias.org.uk

jennifer.bamford@rias.org.uk

Schemes Administrator

reception@rias.org.uk

bookshop@rias.org.uk

Hayley Kyle

Maureen Johnstone

Veronica Low

Janet Nixon

Charlene Rankin

Finance and

Senior Finance and

Manager: Commercial

Manager: SBCC p/t

Manager: Membership

Administration Assistant

Administration Assistant

vlow@rias.org.uk

info@sbcconline.com

/ RIAS Consultancy

hayley.kyle@rias.org.uk

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk

Support
crankin@rias.org.uk

Gemma Sinclair

Lorraine Sutherland

Events and

Senior Receptionist /

Communications

Bookshop Assistant p/t

Assistant

reception@rias.org.uk

gemma.sinclair@rias.org.uk
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